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Library
Library opts for more 
paperless alternatives 
while saving money with 
shared journal program
By Ashley Chaney
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University’s 
libraries are taking part in a 
shared journal program in 2005 
that saves money by eliminating 
paper subscriptions and offering 
students and faculty access to 
hundreds more science journals 
through any Internet connection.
With the current budget 
challenges in Michigan, 
educational institutions are 
looking for new ways to cut 
expenses. In many cases, 
upgrading to technological 
processes has been the way to go.
offers more journals via Web
“Our users really want this kind 
of access." said Bob Schoofs, 
periodicals librarian. "They want 
it to be convenient."
Three things had to happen for 
the libraries to increase their 
services while cutting costs.
First, the libraries took part in 
the Michigan Academic Shared 
Access Plan, Schoofs said. This 
gave the GVSU libraries online 
access to 323 titles published by 
Wiley from 1997 to the present.
Under this plan, Schoofs said 
GVSU’s coverage expanded to 
include all subscriptions held by 
Michigan State University and 
the University of Michigan, as 
well as other libraries in 
Michigan.
"We are participating with other 
Michigan libraries so that we are 
getting a discounted price,” 
Schoofs said. "Any way that we 
can try to hold down the costs is a
big advantage.”
The second plan the libraries 
participated in gives access to 445 
titles published by Springer-Link, 
previously known as Kluwer. 
This plan also provides coverage 
beginning in 1997 and includes 
the same graphics as its print 
counterparts.
“In some cases,” Schoofs said. 
“I think some of the graphics will 
be enhanced.”
With this plan, online issues 
will be available weeks before the 
print issues.
The third step in GVSU’s plan 
expanded ScienceDirect Online 
access for its users. The 
expansion includes 180 Elsevier 
journals published in 2001 to the 
present and also features citation 
searching for over 6.2 million 
additional articles.
SEE LIBRARY, A2
GVL / laslyn Gilbert
fciperless: Sophomore Eshia Joiner works in the nearly empty computer lab in 
Zumberge library. Increases in information available online have allowed students 
to research from home computers instead of needing to come to the library.
Granholm, Gordon 
help celebrate MLK, Jr.
GVL / Sara /. Gross
Keeping the dream alive: To honor Martin Luther King, |r. GVSU held a march across campus |an 17. The march was led by (left to right, front row) Gov.
Jennifer Granholm, keynote speaker Ed Gordon, GVSU President Mark Murray and Dean of Multicultural Affairs Oliver Wilson
By Aian Ingram
GVL Nms Editor
About 5(X) members of 
the Grand Valley State 
University community 
followed Gov. Jennifer 
Granholm and GVSU 
President Mark Murray in 
a silent march on Monday 
to honor Martin Luther 
King. Jr.
The celebration grew to 
about 6(H) people and 
continued in the 
Fieldhouse with speeches 
from Granholm. National 
Public Radio broadcaster 
Ed Gordon and Murray 
and songs from the Voices 
of GVSU.
"1 think that he l King |
was. a tremendous 
example of courage and 
leadership." Granholm 
said after the celebration. 
"I think too often people 
are passive. Too often 
people are bystanders and 
... if you simply watch the 
world go by you will not 
make an impact."
Associate
Director of the
Office of
Multicultural 
Affairs Bobby 
Springer said he 
was happy with 
how the event 
turned out.
He added they 
knew the
participation in the
event would increase this 
year because of better 
promotion and
communication. In the 
end, Monday’s event 
became GVSU’s largest 
celebration for Martin 
Luther King, Jr.
“The numbers definitely
pushed us to the 
Fieldhouse (from the 
Cook-DeWitt Center), 
because the numbers that 
we had would have been 
larger than any other 
facility that we have on 
campus," Springer said.
Granholm said she 
thought the
celebration was 
“fabulous” and 
that she came to 
GVSU’s 
celebration 
because she
thinks there is a 
division between 
the east and west 
halves of the state 
that needs to be 
unified.
She added that while 
some schools had the day 
off, it is important that 
people remember and 
celebrate King, not forget 
him.
"The only problem with 
a day off is that people go 
away,” Granholm said. 
“They see it as a three-day 
weekend." She added that 
she would not tell a 
community how to 
celebrate or remember 
King.
Gordon, a Detroit 
native, delivered the 
keynote speech after 
Granholm’s remarks.
“I would ask you that
SEE MLK, A2
Online Extra
To hear the audio 
from the Lanthom’s 
exclusive interview 
with Gov. Granholm, 
please visit us online 
at www.lantlKim.com
New 
master's 
offered 
next fall
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Three new master’s
degrees can be obtained at 
Grand Valley State
University starting in fall 
2005.
The three new master’s of 
science degrees are in 
medicine and
bioinformatics, biostatistics 
and cell and molecular
biology.
The degrees are
considered professional 
master’s degrees, said Gayle 
Davis, GVSU provost and 
vice president for academic 
affairs.
"Traditionally a master’s 
degree is a research degree 
that is sometimes a stepping 
stone to get a Ph.D..” 
explained Dave Elrod, 
GVSU coordinator of 
professional science
master’s programs, “and 
sometimes is a consolation 
prize, especially in science, 
if you don’t quite make it to 
a Ph D. "
Elrod said the programs 
were designed to be 
“terminal degrees,” or 
degrees that require no 
further education.
“It’s really geared toward 
training people to be experts 
in their fields and also 
leaders, so it has an 
emphasis on learning what 
you need to do to 
successfully work in 
industry,” Elrod said.
In order for a new program 
to be implemented at 
GVSU. faculty must see it 
through a review process.
The “rigorous" review 
process, Davis said, entails 
considering three primary’ 
characteristics, including 
whether or not there is a 
market for the degree.
“We don’t want to have 
people in programs
SEE MASTER S, A2
Senate hits year low with 38 senators
After seven resignations 
at its most recent 
meeting, Student Senate 
falls short of 50 members
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Grand Valley Student Senate is 
now the smallest it has been this 
year after seven resignations at its 
Jan. 13 meeting.
The body now stands at 38 
senators, short of its 50-person 
capacity limit — a limit that has 
not been met once this year.
“We’re still moving forward, 
we still have people to work and 
do things," said Jonathan Osborn, 
president of the senate.
Osborn said there are 
"multitudes" of reasons senators 
resign.
The most common reasons, he 
said, involve time conflicts, 
issues with classes, need for a ^>b 
and dissatisfaction with how a 
committee or the general 
assembly is working.
The main thing that bogs down 
senators, Osborn said, is the 
length of general assembly 
meetings.
"This is something we’re trying 
to correct because we need to be 
more efficient with our time, as 
well as the students’ time," 
Osborn said, adding part of the 
way the body is working on 
shortening meetings is by getting 
debate done before the meetings.
Osborn also said the senate 
needs to work on communication 
and coming together as 
individuals.
“It’s a diverse group of 
individuals and trying to get all 
these individuals to come to a 
commonality at times is 
difficult,” he said, adding if 
people can maintain their unique 
perspectives while all focusing in 
on the needs of the students, the 
senate will make more progress.
The senate has had a total of 63 
people appointed this year. Last 
year, the body reached its 50- 
person capacity only twice. 
Osborn said.
He said the senate's 
constitutional task force is 
currently looking into whether 50 
senators is an appropriate cut off 
for the body.
“I think we have a fairly decent 
representative body and whether 
50 is the right number or 40 is the
right number — we’ll see — and 
we’ll let the general assembly 
decide that,” Osborn said.
Each senator’s time 
commitment to the senate varies. 
Osborn said the amount of time a 
senator puts in depends on the 
level of commitment they’re
willing to make.
A “bare bones senator,” Osborn 
explained, would likely work 
about 10 hours a week, maybe 
less. Mandatory senate work 
includes attending Thursday 
general assembly meetings, two
office hours and committee 
meetings.
But. Senate work is done all the 
time, whether senators realize it 
or not. Osborn said.
“A lot of the time...you don’t 
really know you’re doing this 
kind of stuff," he said, “but yet.
you’re representing students and 
you're finding out what it is they 
really want just by talking with 
your friends. talking to 
classmates and talking with 
faculty and administrators."
Public relations are not being
bumped up to recruit more 
senators, said Lynae Cuddy, 
student senate vice president for 
public relations, adding the senate 
doesn't want to recruit on the 
basis of desperation.
“We want students to be 
interested in joining senate 
because senate is a great 
organization to be a part of," 
Cuddy said.
Last semester the senate asked 
each senator to hand out five 
applications to people they 
thought would be good additions 
to the senate. Osborn said.
A lot of people want to be on 
senate. Cuddy said, adding it’s 
just a matter of getting them 
through the interview process.
Cuddy said she thinks the lower 
number of senators brings about 
an opportunity for more people 
from different angles to sit on the 
body. Additionally, she said, it 
gives more ownership to senators 
currently sitting on the body.
Having a lower number of 
senators doesn’t impact the 
senate’s visibility on campus. 
Cuddy said.
“You see senators who have
SEE SENATE, A2
“I think we have a fairly 
decent representative body 
and whether 50 is the right 
number or 40 is the right 
number - we ll see - and we ll 
let the general assembly decide 
that."
JONATHAN OSBORN
President, Student Senate
0
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Made by students. Read by everyone
On stands Thursday.
LIBRARY
continued from page A1
The libraries previously 
subscribed to ScienceDirect 
Web Editions, which allowed 
access to only the current 12 
months of science journals 
they received in print.
Schoofs said the new 
program is an economical
win-win situation for the
publishers and for the
libraries.
“It’s cheaper for the
publishers to make them
MLK
continued from page A1
this not be the only day that 
you think about Dr. King and 
what he stood for,” Gordon 
said. He added that people can 
trivialize King, but that it is 
important to understand that 
King was not just a dreamer, but 
also a doer.
People need to get to know 
one another regardless of race 
and find some way to come 
together, Gordon said.
“There has to be an 
acceptance and a wanting and a 
knowing that we need to reach 
across and experience learning 
each other." Gordon said. “And 
the fear that we have has to be 
pushed aside because we are far 
more alike than we are 
different.”
During the Civil Rights
MASTER’S
continued from page A1
spending a lot of money and 
time and so on if they aren't 
going to be able to do 
anything with the degree.” 
Davis said.
The university also 
considers whether the 
program is cost-effective and 
if the university can afford it, 
Davis said, adding they 
review trends in the discipline 
to see if there’s community 
need for the program.
“We are also very interested 
in making sure that the 
sciences and health
THANK YOU TO THE INTERGROUP DIALOGUE CONVENERS
The Intergroup Dialogue conveners led 18 groups of faculty, staff and students in important 
discussions during Fall Semester, 2004, regarding the role of liberal education, issues of diversity, 
faculty and student expectations, and engaged learning for students.
The Dean of Students Office, the Pew Faculty and Teaching Center, the University College, and the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences would like to thank all of the participants and recognize the 
following faculty and staff conveners of the Intergroup Dialogues:
Andy Beachnau Pat Parker
Craig Benjamin Ginger Randall
Kathleen Blumreich Karel Rogers
Larry Burns Harriet Singleton
Tom Butcher Pat Smith
Eaaron Henderson-King Peggy Vandenberg
Sufen Lai Rebecca Walker
Susan Mendoza-Jones Wendy Wenner
Bart Merkle John Zaugra
m
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STOP LEAKS AT ONCE!
REPORT THEM TO MAINTENANCE!
A DRIPPING FAUCET CAN WASTE 
6-10 GALLONS (2 3-3 8 LITERS) OF WATER A DAY.
NOT TO MENTION DRIVE YOU CRAZY
23% of the GV students who have 6+ drinks 
at parties, say they have performed poorly 
on tests.
A
labs 75% of GV students have 0, 1,2y or 3 drinks when they use alcohol.
Ad co-sponsored by the Lanthorn
331-2537
alert@gvsu.edu
www.gvsu.edu/alert
(journals) available online.” 
Schoofs said. “It saves us 
money in the library too in the 
sense that we don't have to 
spend the personnel time 
getting the journals ready for 
use.”
Under this new program, 
users have the means to set up 
personalized accounts that 
will search the databases daily 
and notify them of new 
articles in their areas of 
interest.
“We want to continue to let 
people know about this,”
Schoofs said. "Many students 
think that if they do a Google 
search they’ve got everything 
that they need, and it’s not.”
He said that unlike many 
articles brought up on popular 
search engines, which rarely 
take quality of information 
into consideration, the online 
journals are more reliable and 
are subject-specific.
“These are all quality 
articles,” Schoofs said.
Movement, Gordon said many 
of the people who claimed to be 
there fighting hard actually 
weren’t. He compared that to 
how many people across 
campus may not have had their 
mind on King.
The issue is not just historical, 
Gordon explained. Affirmative 
action is still in the news today.
“So please understand those 
days are not gone and they’re 
not ancient history and it is 
about you standing up and 
taking the reigns now and 
saying, ‘enough is enough, I 
have a dream, and this is it for 
me,”’ Gordon said.
Springer said he thought 
Gordon's speech was great and 
that he is a “very informed 
individual.”
While Granholm said she 
thinks there is still more to be 
done to honor King in
institutions for higher 
education, GVSU was a “great 
example” of a way to honor 
him.
“Dr. King stepped forward 
and said. ‘I’m going to change 
the course of history,’ and he 
did.” Granholm said. She added 
that she made a “very wise 
decision” in accepting Murray’s 
invitation to come to GVSU for 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
celebration.
Springer said the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs
appreciates everyone who came 
to the event.
“As long as we’re making 
progress, increasing the 
numbers, the participation, the 
involvement, you know, with 
the celebration, we definitely 
are heading in the right 
direction, and the future looks 
bright,” Springer said.
professions are greatly visible 
at our university.” Davis said.
Elrod said the hope is to 
have about 15 students per 
new degree program.
While the degrees won’t 
officially be offered until the 
fall, students are currently 
taking classes that will be 
included in the degree 
programs.
The growing bio-tech area in 
west Michigan and grants 
from the Sloan Foundation 
made it possible for the 
programs to hold enough 
weight to be accepted. Elrod 
said.
“We are always open to the 
opportunity to fulfill a 
community need and a market 
need and a student interest 
need.” Davis said. “So, when 
those three all come together 
like this it’s a pretty
compelling case.”
Although Davis said GVSU 
is not necessarily known for 
its graduate programs, non- 
GVSU graduates are able to 
apply, as well as GVSU 
students.
“We’re just trying to keep up 
with offering something that 
will help our students and 
round out our curriculum in 
the right ways,” Davis said.
Admission criteria for the 
programs includes the same 
requirements for other GVSU 
graduate programs.
In addition to other separate 
requirements, students must 
have a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.0 or higher from 
all undergraduate coursework 
or a satisfactory score on the 
Graduate Record Examination 
or Graduate Management 
Admission Test.
SENATE
continued from page A1
resigned wearing their 
sweatshirts and their T-shirts 
proudly, saying ‘yes, we sat 
on that body,”’ she said.
Osborn said he holds no 
contempt for people who have 
resigned.
“You can’t force them to 
stay if their reasons are 
academics,” he said.
Cuddy echoed his statement, 
adding. “One thing that we 
always say at senate is 
‘academics comes first.’”
If senators are not meeting 
the university’s minimum 
requirements. Osborn said, 
they need to re-evaluate their 
priorities.
Osborn said although a 
lower number can be 
hindering, the senate will 
accomplish all of its goals for 
the semester.
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Nation
from AP newt wire
Me* 11 Wat Prepared tor 
War In Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Secretary of Stale nominee 
Condoleezza Rice gave no ground 
in Senate confirmation questioning 
Tuesday, insisting the United States 
was fully prepared for the Iruq wur 
and its aftermath and refuting to 
give a timetable for U S. troops to 
come home. An American exit 
strategy depends on Iraq's ability to 
defend itself against terrorists after 
this month's elections, she said.
SalcMa Bomber Nits Iraq's 
Shiite Part*
BAGHDAD. Iruq (AP) - A 
suicide bomber struck the Baghdad 
headquarters of Iraq’s biggest 
Shiite political party Tuesday, 
killing three people, as the 
government announced plans to 
close borders and restrict 
movements to bolster security in 
the national election. Three 
candidates were slain as insurgents 
intensified their campaign to 
subvert the ballot. The Cabinet 
member responsible for internal 
security urged fellow Sunni Arabs 
to disregard threats by Sunni 
extremists and vote in the Jan. 30 
election, in which Iraqis will 
choose a 275-member National 
Assembly and regional legislatures 
Otherwise, the minister warned, the 
country w ill slide into civil war
I.S. Mu Charged In 011- 
ForFood Probe
WASHINGTON (AP) - An 
Iraqi-American businessman 
pleaded guilty Tuesday to charges 
that he received payments from 
Iraq to illegally act ns its agent in 
the United States, including getting 
millions of dollars worth of oil 
from the United Nations’ oil for 
food program Samir A. Vincent, a 
naturalized U S. citizen from 
Annandale, Va., entered the guilty 
pleas m federal court in New York 
to four criminal counts, including 
conspiring to act as an unregistered 
agent of a foreign government and 
tax violations, according to 
Attorney General John Ashcroft. 
Vincent faces up to 28 years in 
prison.
High Cmirt Sidesteps 
Guantanamo Bay Case
WASHINGTON (AP) Hu 
Supreme Court prolonged the legal 
limbo of hundreds of terror 
suspects in a U S military prison in 
Cuba, refusing on Tuesday to 
consider whether the government’s 
plan for military trials unfairly 
denies them basic legal rights So 
far only a handful of the 550 
detainees from about 40 countries 
have been charged w ith war crimes 
More are expected once courts sort 
out how they may be tried.
Bhhas Travels to Baia lar 
Cease-Fire Talks
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP)
In the biggest test of his brief 
tenure, Palestinian leader Mahmoud 
Abbas came to the Gaza Strip on 
Tuesday, hoping to persuade 
militants to halt attacks on Israel 
But in a show of defiance, a 
Palestinian suicide bomber blew 
himself up on a settler road in 
Gaza, wounding six Israelis. The 
Islamic militant group Hamas 
claimed responsibility for the attack 
— the first suicide bombing against 
an Israeli target since Non I
5 Car Bombs Bock 
Baghdad Baton Doctloas
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - A 
wave of car bombings shook the 
Iraqi capital Wednesday, killing at 
least 12 people as rebels stepped up 
their offensive to block the Jan 30 
national election. Other attacks 
were reported north and south of 
the capital, but the U N election 
chief said only a sustained 
onslaught could stop the ballot 
U S. military officials put the death 
toll from the day’s violence at 2b. 
but the number was based on initial 
field reports and witnesses and 
Iraqi officials put the toll lower, 
Iraqi authorities said 12 people 
were killed in the bombings and 
another person killed in a drive-by 
shooting on a Kurdish political 
party office.
DrtaMggWBtgrJUmqnl 
Airliners MUM
WASHINGTON (AP)
Drinking water aboard the nation’s 
airliners is getting worse, not better, 
despite government-ordered 
sanitation improvements, the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
said Wednesday. A Knit one in six 
airliners in the latest round ot tests 
conducted in November and 
December had drinking water that 
failed to meet federal salety 
standards. EPA said Similar tests in 
August and .September showed the 
water in one in eight aircraft testing 
positive for coliform bacteria.
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GVSU approves charter school contracts
By Aian Ingham
GVl. News Mi tor
Grand Valley State University’s 
Board of Trustees approved 
charter school contracts at its 
meeting on Friday. Dec. 10. 
2004.
With the new contracts, the 
GVSU Board of Trustees 
determined the method of 
selection, length of term and the 
number ol members on each 
school's Board of Directors.
Charter schools still operate as 
public schools, said Special 
Assistant to the President for 
Charter Schools lie! Richardson.
’’The contract basically just lays 
out all the legal requirements to 
operate a school in Michigan." he 
said.
Usually, GVSU operates about 
30 charter schools except during 
a transition time when they 
operate one or two less. He added 
that the state limit for charter 
schools is 150 by university 
authori/ers. Other schools and 
districts can charter schools, but 
university charters are capped
"For example, a local school 
OOUld theoretically charter 1.000 
elementary schools in their own 
school district because they’re 
bound by territory," Richardson 
said.
About 83.000 of the 1.7 million 
students in the state attend a 
charter school. Richardson said.
Students in charter schools are 
not directed to the institution that 
holds the charter; instead, the 
university has two
responsibilities. GVSU both 
ensures that the schools are 
complying with the contract and 
the state of Michigan and checks 
the quality of each school, 
Richardson said.
"If for any reason we believe 
that they’re not meeting the 
quality standards that we want, 
then through the provisions of the 
contract we can close the 
schools," he said.
The two schools are separate 
entities, so GVSU does not run 
the charter school; rather they 
oversee them.
Like other public schools, there 
are good charter schools and also 
ones that have difficulties, 
Richardson said.
"We have some excellent 
examples of good schools that
operate well to the parents’ joy, 
and we have some examples of 
schools that we’ve closed," he 
said. “With a charter school, if 
you serve well you stay open, and 
if you don’t they just stop 
coming; you close, so there’s 
added pressure for charter 
schools to perform well.”
Each school has its own 
contract, which traditionally 
varied in length from two to 10 
years. Recently, Richardson said. 
GVSU adopted a policy that 
would make the longest contract 
issued seven years long and the 
shortest one-year long.
A Board of Directors operates 
each charter school, he added. 
The GVSU Board of Trustees, 
appoints these boards.
"The charter school board then
makes all the decisions, all the 
financial decisions; they operate 
the schools,” Richardson said. 
“We don’t have a vote, we don’t 
have any legal authority to vote 
or tell them how to vote. We 
simply have the legal authority to 
appoint the board members.”
In addition to GVSU. Central 
Michigan University, Eastern 
Michigan University, Ferris State 
University, Lake Superior State 
University, Northern Michigan 
University, Oakland University 
and Saginaw Valley State 
University charter schools.
"We think that charter schools 
provide an opportunity for all 
parents to have choices for their 
students and we think that’s a 
critical market," Richardson said.
GVSU warns file sharers
Get it Now!
GVSU puts foot down, lets students know that 
illegal downloading will not be tolerated
By Aian Ingham
GVl. News Editor
Grand Valley State University 
students have been warned: 
Download and tile share at your 
own risk.
Academic Systems Manager 
John Klein said GVSU wants 
students to know the potential 
implications i! they illegally 
download music or movies from 
the Internet.
"We’re not out to chase 
anybody down." Klein said. "We 
want to make students aware of 
the legal implications of 
downloading music online."
Klein sent an e-mail to GVSU 
students during the first week of 
the 2005 winter semester 
outlining the university's policies 
regarding illegal downloading.
Klein said his e-mail was meant 
more as an 
advisory to 
students and that 
GVSU tries not to 
be the Internet 
police. even 
though the
university uses 
software to 
monitor 
downloading.
The movie or 
recording industry 
generally brings a 
problem to the 
attention of the 
university, Klein said. Normally, 
they simply ask for help in 
tracking and stopping the 
problem. He added, however, that 
more might begin to happen, 
considering 20 individual 
students from various universities 
across the country currently face
a lawsuit for copyright 
infringement by the Recording 
Industry Association of America.
“The ... kind of stuff we see is 
small time," Klein said. "But 
they've had students who have 
basically become their own 
Napster."
GVSU has been contacted in 
the past. Klein said. In situations 
like that, the student’s IP (Internet 
protocol) address, a numeric 
address given to any computer 
connected to the Internet, is 
blocked until the matter is 
investigated. The matter is then 
given to campus judiciary.
Since 2001, GVSU ha* 
received more than 25P copyright 
complaints, but legal action has 
never been taken against a GVSU 
student. Klein said; it has never 
gone further than campus 
judiciary.
As Klein said in his e-mail, 
however, 
students in 
violation could 
face a civil 
lawsuit in
addition to a 
federal lawsuit. 
Lying could also 
result in
additional legal 
implications. .
Just because 
someone put the 
information on 
the Internet for 
downloading 
does not make it legal. Klein said. 
He added that lie thinks this 
causes some confusion.
Companies including Kazaa 
and LimeWire make files 
available for free for their users. 
Kazaa has had more than 380
JOHN KLEIN
"I cuess the best rule 
ol thumb would be if 
you’re not sure you 
have free right to 
download it. then you 
probably don’t."
-ACADEMIC SYSTEMS 
MANAGER
New form of accreditation considered
million downloads from their site 
and the LimeWire software itself 
has been downloaded over three 
million times, according to their 
respective Web sites.
Legal alternatives are available 
for students who still want to 
download music from the 
Internet. Klein said iTunes.com, 
Musicmatch.com and
Walmart.com are some examples 
of legal entities from which 
students can get their music.
Some Web sites offer music for 
free, Klein said, but to be safe, it 
is a better idea to point others to
the Web site, rather than share the 
music with them.
When people pay for 
downloads from the Internet, that 
makes the music or file theirs to 
use, Klein said. Just because they 
can use it, however, does not 
mean they can legally share it.
Klein said the primary response 
to his e-mail is from students who 
either want to know if they are 
singled out or if it is illegal to 
share music on the network using 
programs like iTunes.
He said he emphasizes that 
individual students are not
currently being singled out. but 
that file sharing is not legal, since 
sharing allows many people who 
did not pay for the music to listen 
to it.
"If you're sharing it with all 
your buddies in the dorm. then, 
again you're taking money out of 
the pockets of the people who 
composed and are the true 
copyright holders of the music,” 
Klein said. "I guess the best rule 
of thumb would be if you're not 
sure you have free right to 
download it. then you probably 
don’t.”
| Franca»
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» Download v3.0 now 
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Users beware: While Web sites like Kazaa offers users free file downloads, GVSU wants students to know the legal 
implications of illegally downloading copyrighted material.________________________________________________
R) Aian Ingram
GVL Ncu*s Editor
Grand Valiev State University 
officials atv beginning to eonsidet a 
switch from tin* traditional North 
Central Association method of 
accreditation to a new process 
dubbed AQIP.
The Academic Quality 
Improvement Program would 
cause GVSll to analyze the 
institution for accreditation 
purposes at least annually, said 
Provost Gayle Davis.
"We would he reporting on 
outcomes much mote frequently 
annually, in fact" she said
The standard method of 
accreditation takes place oxer a 
peruxl of 10 years. Davis said. 
Near (lie cik! ot that, tlx* university 
performs a self-study in which it 
analyzes everything including
finances, student life and faculty 
and staff'. An NC'A team then visits 
to look through the compiled 
material and offer feedback.
"You get some amount of time 
before they come back again," 
Davis said. "If you’re very, very 
goixl you get 10 years. Otherwise 
you might have visits in between."
The problem, Davis said, was 
that some universities would go 
thtough the process and then put all 
tlte materials b;xk on the shelf until 
tlx.’ next time.
The now nx'tlxxl would involve 
developing a Systems Portfolio 
that is iqxlated continually and 
would contain information 
including how the university 
haixlles budget decisions, hires and 
fires people and its efficiency in 
operating costs. The university 
would also develop three or four 
big objectives.
The progress of the objectives 
would be measured annually on an 
outcome basis, Davis said. Around 
the third or fourth year, the 
information would lie sent to the 
NCA for reaffirmation of 
accreditation.
“At the end of seven years, 
instead of 10. they would come in 
and do an evaluation of all these 
annual reports and the constantly- 
up-to-date Systems Portfolio,” 
Davis said. She added that NCA 
would identify any problems that 
may come up during the process.
Davis said the university has not 
yet decided if AQIP is more 
appealing, which is why they 
invited AQIP director Stephen 
Spangehl to speak to the GVSU 
community on Jan. 13 and 14. She 
said she hopes a decision will be 
made by October.
Vice President for Planning and
Equity Pat Oldt said over 120 
people heard Spangehl’s 
presentation.
“I’ve heard a lot of people say 
they're interested in learning 
more." she said. She added that 
they will probably continue to 
gather information and feedback 
about the program.
Some people feel the new 
program could work well and 
allow the university to be much 
more specific in its objectives. 
Davis said. However, she added 
that the university does much of 
this internally anyway.
"When you think about 
institutional memory, let’s say, I 
know what we’re doing to 
(achieve) these processes and 
although I haven't told NCA what 
they are. the outcomes have been 
good,” Davis said.
Davis said there is no pressure
from AQIP to switch, but that 
AQIP offers its service to help 
some schools.
Oldt added that it is essential that 
an institution be accredited and that 
GVSU has never had a problem 
keeping its accreditation.
"As we were told by the 
representative from the North 
Central Higher Learning 
Commission, you can't be in the 
higher education business unless 
you’re accredited," Oldt said.
Davis added. "We have to be 
accredited in order to keep our 
standing as a wonderful university 
and to get federal funding and all of 
that. Which would be the most 
valuable way to keep 
accreditation?”
GVSU has been accredited since 
1%8.
CVSU professor Doug 
Kindschi visits Antarctica
In the cold: Professor of mathematics and philosophy Doug Kindschi is 
currently spending about 10 days (depending on the weather) in Antarctica. 
Kindschi is the chair of the Science Support Advisory Board for the Raytheon 
Polar Services Corporation, which provides the support services for the three 
U.S. stations in Antarctica. He will evaluate the educational programs Raytheon 
offers there for college students.
Courtesy of flDug Kim
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Spotlight offers Vegas Night, tips on kissing
Students offered faux 
Vegas and author 
Michael Christian’s 
kissing suggestions
By Angela Harris
GVL Staff Writer
It’s a new year and a time for 
a new you. Spotlight 
Productions offers two events 
that will kick-start the new year, 
teaching students * how to 
become more kissable and 
allowing them to spend time 
with friends to watch an Elvis
impersonator.
In two separate events. 
Spotlight Productions will host 
Las Vegas Night and Michael 
Christian, who will present the 
program “The Art of Kissing.”
Las Vegas Night will be an 
evening of card games and 
tournaments held in the Pere 
Marquette room in Kirkhof 
Center.
Sara Apol. co-chair of the 
event for Spotlight Productions, 
said there will be fake slot 
machines, casino tables, a trivia 
game and “mocktails” for 
students to enjoy.
Spotlight members or one of
the sororities or fraternities on 
campus will fun the casino 
tables. The Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity will provide the 
“mocktails,” which are 
cocktails without the alcohol. 
Apol said.
An Elvis impersonator will 
also perform for a half hour and 
then will visit with students for 
photos. Apol said.
This is the first year that this 
event is being held. Apol said. 
The idea was co-chair, 
Stephanie Mueller’s, idea.
“It’s just a fun event for kids 
to hang out at on a Saturday 
night,” Apol said. "It's a great
way tv) get people to come to 
Kirkho!
Las Vegas Night will be held 
in the Pere Marquette room in 
Kirkhof on Jan. 22 at 8 p m.
“The Art of Kissing” will 
demonstrate 30 different types 
of kissing to students to help 
them learn new ways to kiss.
"It’s to help teach students 
how to have a good time, learn 
new ways to kiss and kind of 
promotes safe-sex.” said Greg 
LaVallee, junior and co-chair of 
issues and ideas for Spotlight 
Productions. "It’s more about 
giving the students a way to 
safely kiss.”
It will also show students how 
to make themselves more 
kissable, how to get over the 
fear of the first kiss with 
someone and how to make a 
simple kiss more intimate.
Christian will present the 
program with the help of eight 
volunteers. These volunteers 
will meet with the members of 
Spotlight Productions
beforehand to be briefed about 
what they will do and with 
Christian an hour and a half 
before the presentation to learn 
how to kiss for the presentation.
These volunteers will not 
meet each other until the day of
the presentation. LaVallee said.
"The fact that the volunteers 
do not know each other is the 
funny thing about the show," he 
said. "They end up kissing 
people that they seriously met 
just that day and had never seen 
before.”
This is the first year that 
Spotlight Productions is 
bringing "The Art of Kissing" 
to GVSU and is doing so 
because it enjoyed seeing the 
program performed at the 
National Association for 
Campus Activities.
SEE VEGAS, A5
GVSU makes plans for
4
tsunami relief efforts
Meeting led to tentative 
plans for a campus-wide 
fundraiser to help 
victims of Asian tsunami
By Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
A Grand Valley State 
University tsunami disaster 
relief task force met Jan. 14 to 
make plans for raising money 
for tsunami victims. The group 
will sell blue bracelets 
engraved with the words 
“disaster relief’ in order to 
raise money to send to 
Southeast Asia.
The Office of Student Life 
initiated the meeting, which 
was open to all GVSU 
students, staff and faculty, in 
order for groups to 
collaboratively plan relief 
efforts for tsunami victims.
About 20 people attended, 
including student
representatives from the Asian 
Student Union, Residence 
Housing Association and 
Spotlight Productions and 
faculty representatives from 
the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, the Counseling Center 
and the Office of Student Life.
“I'm very pleased with the 
good discussion and the desire 
to take action.” said Stephanie 
Kroll, the facilitator of the 
meeting.
Kroll is a member of 
AmeriCorps and works at the 
Office of Student Life. She 
said the meeting gave people 
from a variety of groups the 
chance to decide a plan of 
action, rather than the staff of 
the Office of Student Life 
making the decision
everywhere so it is important 
for the GVSU community to 
have a plan to help in future 
disasters.
The group decided to sell 
bracelets because it hopes the 
bracelets will catch on as a fad 
because they will be similar in 
style to the yellow 
"Livestrong" bracelets from 
the Lance Armstrong 
Foundation that many students 
and faculty sport on campus. 
Second, it the bracelets sell 
well, money will be raised for 
disaster relief.
The group decided that the 
tsunami victims will need 
money most of all because it 
provides flexibility. Task group 
members hope to sell the 
bracelets at GVSU events, such 
as Sibs and Kids Weekend. 
They also plan to create an 
educational flier that will be 
offered with the bracelets in 
order to encourage others to 
join other collaborative 
disaster relief efforts.
The group plans to meet 
again on Jan. 21. Kroll said she 
hopes the group will grow and 
the efforts made will be 
significant to raising funds to 
help tsunami victims as well as 
disaster victims in the future.
"The hope is we grow and not 
just be about tsunami disaster 
relief, but be a long-term type 
of group," Kroll said.
Stoll said those present 
represented the many members 
of the GVSU community who 
want to help and are looking 
for leadership roles and 
programs so they can step up 
and help.
"This may be the beginning 
of all kinds of exciting things," 
he said.
- ■
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Handling disaster: Assistant Director of Multicultural Affairs Connie Dang and Bruce Ostrow, assistant professor of biology, talk about ways GVSU can help 
Tsunami victims at a meeting held Friday.
themselves. The meeting’s 
discussions helped put simple 
ideas into action, she said.
While many ideas were 
discussed at the meeting, from 
holding a big fund-raising 
event, to sponsoring 
educational programs
informing students about the
needs of tsunami victims, to 
sending students to Asia to 
help. Two major themes 
emerged from the meeting: 
How to connect to members of 
the GVSU community to 
inspire them to contribute to 
the effort and how to help 
disaster victims in the long­
term.
Bob Stoll, director of the 
Office of Student Life, raised 
questions about how GVSU 
can help disaster victims years 
down the road.
"Right now it’s in the front 
and center, but this is going to 
be a decade of rebuilding.”
said. “This is going to 
a long time to recover
Stoll 
take 
from.”
Stoll stressed the importance 
of educating the community on 
the needs of the disaster 
victims and connecting with 
them so they want to give. He 
also said disasters happen
Leading by example: Senior Brian Shelson (loft) gives senior Rich Kloetkner a mini basketball for signing up for leadership information 
at Monday night's basketball game.
ASU offers 
Spring Festival
Annual festival to 
showcase traditional 
food, events based on 
Asian culture
By Sharon Mason
GVL Staff Writer
In its eighth year and running, the 
Asian Student Union's Spring 
Festival is merely hours away from 
kicking off. offering traditional 
Asian food and festivities.
"Spring Festival traditionally 
starts out with the dragon dance." 
said Hieu Nguyen, treasurer of the 
Asian Student Union. "|The 
dragon dance] symbolizes 
prosperity and gixxl luck for the 
new year."
The Spring Festival, however, 
signifies something w ith a deeper 
meaning.
"It represents the coming of the 
new year, based on the lunar 
calendar.” Nguyen said. "It is an 
annual tradition for many cultures."
Ye Jee Geren, president of the 
Asian Student Union, said the 
event is a cultural celebration of the 
Chinese New Year.
Spring Festival is the first festival 
of the new year in China 
Traditionally, each household 
decorates its house ;uxl spends the 
period between the last day of 
winter irnd the first day of spring 
celebrating with family reunions 
Also popular during the festival are 
the lion dance and stilt-walking
Nguyen said GVSU’s Asian 
Student Union began hosting the 
event “as a way for not only the 
Asian American population on 
campus to celebrate their ‘new 
year.' but also as a fun and
educational program that students 
from all around campus and the 
community can enjoy.”
Nguyen said tonight’s event is an 
opportunity for the Grand Rapids 
area and receives much support 
and attendance from the 
community as well as from 
GVSU’s faculty.
"The | student | organization does 
try to get other local schools to 
come see what (the event| is about, 
but due to this years Spring Fest 
being on a Thursday, we may not 
have a huge turnout,” he said. 
Nguyen’s expectations refer only 
to the non-Grand Valley 
attendance. He still anticipates that 
his peers and colleagues will join 
the celebration.
Other highlights of the event 
include a fashion show, various live 
performances ;uk! demonstrations 
of martial arts. Also, how to use 
chopsticks and how to make 
origami artwork w ill be featured
"We have plenty of food and 
entertainment for everyone and 
anyone.” Geren said.
She said she kx>ks forward to an 
entertainment show that will 
include "Tai Chi demonstrations, 
skits of traditional folklore, a 
fashion show, an interactive quiz- 
game with the audience, a Tahitian 
dance and a nip by one of the Asian 
Student Union general members."
Nguyen offers a reminder that 
tonight will offer “ethnic delicacies 
that are not usually fixirxl where 
the audience lives." The entire 
event, as well as the food, is free 
and open to the public
Festivities begin tonight at b p.m. 
in the Grand River Rixim in 
Kirkhof and will go until roughly 
p.m.
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Loner hand: loremy Cobb, the Interfraternity Council president plays Euchre with fellow members at Kleiner 
Commons. People were invited to join the Euchre tournament and learn more about Greek life.
Students create outlet to 
share their personal writings
Photo courtesy of lohn Lestat
Leading the pack: The leaders of GVSU's new Writing Club mel last week to 
discuss this semester's plans for the dub. Pic tured are faculty advisor John 
Lestat and student leaders Danielle Monroe, Megan Ward, Katie Lewis and 
Mary Kuipers.________________________________________________ _____
By Matt Evenocheck
GVL Staff Writer
The first rule of “Write Club” is 
... well, there aren’t any. Instead, 
the leaders of the club want to 
create an open-minded and 
uncensored environment for 
students to feel comfortable in.
Grand Valley State University’s 
Writing Club gives students an 
opportunity to tvad personal pieces 
of writing and then discuss the 
work. Leading the group arc Mary 
kuipers, Katie Lewis, Danielle 
Monroe and Megan Ward, all 
upper-classmen and English 
majors. The gbnip meets Tuesdays 
and Thursdays in the Kirkhof 
Center at 9 p.m.
Not to be confused with the 
Writing Center, the Writing Club 
acts on a much different level.
"This is one of the few writing 
clubs where people can bring their 
own writing for the purpose of 
bettering themselves as a writer, 
not necessarily for an academic 
purpose or to get a grade.” Lewis 
said. "They arc writing because 
they love to and because they 
want to produce work that they 
can use in different venues. It’s for 
their own individual benefit."
Poems, short stories. Live 
Journal entries, a scene from a play 
and songs arc a few examples of 
what students are welcome to read. 
The more the variety, the better, 
they said.
There arc few classes in which 
one can turn in a journal entry for 
a grade. The group’s leaders knew 
this when they started the group 
in October.
"We are running into a lot of 
students that arc writing mainly 
academic papers,” said Ward, who 
is also a creative writing major. 
“However, the type of creative 
writing they are doing is not 
always the type that is accepted in 
those classes. They want to write 
either in a different style or with a 
different subject matter than is the 
norm and they feel like they don’t 
necessarily fit in with what the 
sclxxil has set up for them. So. this 
gives students a community to 
come to and interact with writers 
who are writing in that same style 
and subject matter. They arc able 
to get feedback from them and 
have a community of writers that 
are all experiencing the same 
types of writing."
Feedback is directed more 
toward adding depth and 
development, than grammatical 
suggestions and answers 
questions like “Where can you go 
with this part?" or "What would 
happen if you put a twist in the
middle?” Group members said 
they welcome feedback from 
anyone.
If one’s quill is a bit rusty or one 
has no work to present, listening 
can be equally beneficial. Students 
can pull "gtxxl inspiration and 
influence" from other people's 
written pieces, Kuipers said.
If a student says. “I don’t have 
room for a writing class, because I 
am a Nursing major,” an answer 
can be found in the Writing Club.
“For people who don’t have an 
outlet in their curriculum, this 
organization is a good alternative 
for that because we aren't going to
turn you into best-selling authors, 
but we are a community that you 
can bring your writing to, as a part 
of a liberal-arts education.” said 
Monroe, who also majors in 
psychology. "It just provides a 
very gtxxl outlet for what you are 
drawn to. If you are drawn to 
expressing yourself through 
writing creatively then you want 
to share that with other people and 
that’s what this dub lets you do.”
For more information, check out 
their Live Journal at 
http://www.livejoumal.com/comm 
unity/thewritemood/ or e-mail 
them at Writersclub@gvsu.edu.
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Women's Issues Volunteer 
Corps offers volunteer 
opportunities, education
By Jessica Russell
GVL Staff Writer
Organizing activities
throughout the Grand Valley 
State University campus, the 
Women’s Issues Volunteer 
Corps offers opportunities for 
students to become involved 
with events that promote and 
educate issues related to 
women.
"Our organization consists of 
events and volunteer 
opportunities that pair 
education with activism,” said 
Sally Sayles, a member of the 
Women’s Center Advisory 
Board. A second year member, 
Sayles focuses on leadership 
publicity and recruitment for 
the organization.
Some past events include the 
Vagina Monologues, the 
Clothesline Project, and 
various events co-sponsored 
with the Women’s Center. The 
Women’s Issues Volunteer 
Corps promotes making a 
difference in the lives of 
women and girls.
“I personally believe that (it 
is) important to volunteer for 
women’s issues because we are 
aiming to make a difference in
the lives of women and girls,” 
Sayles said. “Imagine living in 
a world where there is no 
domination, where females 
and males are not alike or even 
always equal, but where a 
vision of [a| better world is 
possible.
“In order to achieve our 
images of a better world, we 
need to all work together to 
actively encourage
community. 1 volunteer 
because a small group of 
thoughtful committed citizens 
can change the world.”
Anyone interested in ways to 
volunteer around the GVSU 
community is able to join this 
organization.
“We all learn something by 
pairing our activism with our 
education,” Sayles said. 
“Every activity I have 
participated in has impacted 
me in some way ... Anyone 
can volunteer.”
Sayles said she believes the 
organization stands out from 
others on campus.
“We pair individuals with 
volunteer organizations and 
activities that fit their needs,” 
she said. “I believe that we try 
to have a greater focus on
the volunteers’ personal 
experience.”
The Women's Center strives 
to create a place for women to 
achieve their full educational, 
personal and career potential 
in a safe and fun environment.
The Women’s Issues 
Volunteer Corps seeks 
opportunities to influence 
research throughout the 
community and campus 
collaborations. In relation to 
GVSU'S Women and Gender 
Studies program, the Women's 
Center enhances the 
knowledge learned in the 
classroom by offering a 
practical, hands-on experience 
through the organization.
Amber Welling, a freshmen 
at GVSU and a student in a 
gender studies class, said, “I 
believe it is important to be 
educated on the inequalities 
between men and women and 
the stereotypes that surround 
them. People volunteer 
because they are passionate 
about something and I think 
that women’s issues is a good 
topic to be passionate about.”
The Women’s Center is 
located in room 161 of the 
Kirkhof Center.
VEGAS
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“It’s a really funny program." 
LaVallee said. “It gets a lot of 
people involved, is fun to be 
involved in, so we decided to 
do it. It’s really upbeat and 
light-hearted and kind of 
corresponds with Valentine’s 
Day.”
The program will take place 
at the Kirkhof Center’s Grand 
River Room on Jan. 26 at 9:15 
p.m.
Christian is a NACA speaker 
of the year nominee for 2001 
and has published an 
international bestseller titled 
“The Art of Kissing” under his 
pen name William Crane. For 
more information on Christian 
or his program, visit 
http://www.kissing.com.
For more information on 
either program, contact 
Spotlight Productions at 
what2do@gvsu.edu.
G.V.S.U. Students Only 
Start tanning for Spring Break!
Must Present Student ID
Good for one full visit in TanAmerica Reg, Beds. 
Upgrade to Hi-Pressure beds for faster tan!
Jenison... .457-8211
656 Baldwin Dr.
4 locations to choose from — Coming soon: Grandvillel 
electricbeachgr.com
Simply The Right Choice!
1. Manager, Maintenance, Security with Emergency 
Pager All Living On Site 24 HOURS A DAY!!!!!
2. Located Right Next To Campus 
3. Large Well Lit Parking Lots
Townhouses 4. Quiet & Non-Smoking Units
•4 Bedroom Units
- Spacious Living with over 1330 Sq. Feet
■ Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers 
•Central Air Conditioning 
•WASHER AND DRYER IN ALL UNITS
- Many Amenities including Basketball and Volleyball Courts, 
also a Community Room
Apartments
FREE Tanning
•TwoBedroom Units
•Spacious Living with over 1000 Sq.. Feet
• Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers 
•Air Conditioning
■On-Site Laundry Facility 
•Quieti Non-Smoking Units
• Many Amenities including Basketball
and Volleyball Courts, also a Community Room
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A flurry of inaugural events begin
Jeanne Johnson Phillips, 
chairwoman of Bush’s inaugural 
committee which raised the 
millions in private donations that 
funded the bulk of the events.
The president told the party 
faithful at the RNC party that he 
has no intention of acting like a 
lame duck — even as he said he 
is aware that the battle for the 
Republican mantle for the 2008 
presidential election will lead 
the party to eventually move 
beyond him.
“You didn’t elect me to do 
small things.” Bush said, 
according to people inside. “I’ve 
got four years here. I’m going to 
use them.”
Before leaving the White 
House, the president held a third, 
one-hour practice session for his 
inaugural address with aides in 
the family theater. The almost- 
complete, 17-minute speech, 
which he will deliver after being 
sworn in on a giant platform 
outside the Capitol, is intended
to lay out Bush's second-term 
themes: Advancing freedom 
abroad while building an 
“ownership society” at home. 
White House press secretary 
Scott McClellan said.
Bush entered the “Saluting 
Those Who Serve” event to 
enthusiastic applause, just as 
about a half-dozen people were 
stepping forward to recite the 
names of fathers, husbands, 
brothers and sons who have died 
while on military duty.
In addition to solemn 
dedications to wars present and 
past, the event featured comedy 
routines, including imitations of 
former President Clinton and 
Defense Secretary Donald H. 
Rumsfeld by “Saturday Night 
Live” cast member Darrell 
Hammond and a Top 10 list of 
“signs that your commanding 
officer is nuts" delivered via 
videotape from late-night, talk- 
show host David Letterman.
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Reporting for duty: President Bush returns a salute as he speaks at 'Saluting Those1 Who Serve' at the MCI Center, Tuesday in Washington.
By Jennifer Loven
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President 
Bush launched his inaugural 
celebrations on Tuesday by 
thanking two groups that played 
major roles in his election to a 
second term — the military that 
prosecuted the war in Iraq and 
his most ardent and generous 
political supporters.
On the first of four days of 
nonstop festivities that some 
have criticized as too 
extravagant amid 
war, deficits and 
natural disaster, 
the president and 
first lady Laura 
Bush * 
crisscrossed 
Washington into 
the evening to 
hobnob with 
soldiers, young 
Republicans and 
GOP bigwigs.
Bush takes the 
oath of office 
Thursday to 
begin his next 
four years in the 
White House.
Bush gave four 
speeches 
throughout the 
day, but the 
centerpiece was a 
salute to the military. The more 
than two-hour extravaganza was 
held at a sports arena in 
downtown Washington, its seats 
only about half-full with 
thousands of uniformed military 
and their families, including 
soldiers recuperating at a nearby 
Army hospital from wounds 
suffered in Iraq. The event was 
also piped to troops stationed in 
Iraq and Afghanistan.
“As we prepare to celebrate 
our nation’s 55th presidential 
inauguration. I can think of no
better way to begin than by 
giving thanks for our freedom 
and those who make it possible.” 
Bush said as he paid tribute to 
military personnel and families 
who have lost someone in war.
“With the election behind us. 
the American people come 
together in unity to celebrate our 
freedom,” he added. “A 
presidential inauguration is a 
testament to the power of
democracy, a symbol of our
confidence in the popular will
and a sign of hope for freedom- 
loving people 
everywhere.”
The salute,
complete with 
pop stars and 
comics alongside 
somber
documentaries, 
was meant to set 
the stage for the 
week’s theme of 
celebrating 
freedom and 
honoring service. 
But inaugural 
planners and 
Bush aides also 
hoped the high- 
profile placement 
of the event at the 
head of the 
schedule would 
dispel talk that 
the festivities — 
which could cost more than $50 
million, with millions more in 
taxpayer dollars for security — 
should be toned down.
Bush was ending the day at an 
evening concert for young 
people attending the 
inauguration, where lie was to 
urge America’s youth to 
volunteer.
Behind closed doors and 
several hours apart, he also 
attended two private receptions 
for supporters — one for 
Republican National Committee 
members and the other hosted by
GEORGE W. BUSH
"A presidential 
inauguration is a 
testament to the 
power of democracy, a 
symbol of our 
confidence in the 
popular will and a sign 
of hope for freedom 
loving people 
everywhere"
-UNITED STATES 
PRESIDENT
Rice hammered with questions
Rice defends Iraq war 
planning, refuses to be 
pinned down on U.S. 
exit
By Anne Gearan
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Secretary 
of State nominee Condoleezza 
Rice gave no ground in Senate 
confirmation questioning 
Tuesday, insisting the LInited 
States was fully prepared for 
the Iraq war and its aftermath 
and refusing to give a 
timetable for U.S. troops to 
come home.
An American exit strategy 
depends on Iraq’s ability to 
defend itself against terrorists 
after this month's elections, 
she said.
Rice seemed headed for easy 
confirmation by the Senate as 
President Bush’s choice to be 
the country’s top diplomat. She 
did have a tense exchange with 
Sen. Barbara Boxer. D-Calif. 
— Rice repeatedly asked the 
senator not to question her 
truthfulness — but former
presidential nominee John 
Kerry. D-Mass.. was the only 
member of the Foreign 
Relations Committee who told 
her she might not win his vote.
“This was never going to be 
easy." Rice said of the war and 
its aftermath during a 
confirmation hearing in which 
she painted an optimistic 
picture of the future in Iraq — 
and for resolution of the long 
conflict between Israel and the 
Palestinians as well.
“It was always going to have 
ups and downs. I’m sure that 
we have made many decisions, 
some of which were good, 
some of which might not have 
been good, but the ouster of 
Saddam Hussein was worth the 
price." Rice said. “I think we 
made the right decision to 
overthrow him."
Rice said the
administration's actions after 
the Sept. 11. 2001, terror 
attacks — including the wars 
in Afghanistan and Iraq — 
were "difficult and necessary 
and right.”
Asked whether, with
hindsight, the United States 
should have committed more
troops to Iraq. Rice said that 
despite “some unforeseen 
circumstances” she was 
satisfied with the numbers.
As for U.S. troops leaving, 
she said in response to forceful 
questioning from Republican 
Sen. Chuck Hagel of Nebraska, 
“Our role is 
directly 
proportional 
to how capable 
the Iraqis are."
“I am really 
reluctant to try 
to put a 
timetable on 
that, because I 
think the goal is 
to get the 
mission 
accomplished 
and that means 
that the Iraqis 
have to be 
capable of some things before 
we lessen our own 
responsibility,” she said.
She pledged to work to 
improve ties that were frayed 
with some allies by U.S. 
policy.
If confirmed Rice. 50. would 
be the first black woman to 
lead the State Department. She 
would replace the popular 
Colin Powell as America’s 
most visible face abroad. As 
White House national security 
adviser for the past four years, 
Rice was Bush’s most trusted 
foreign affairs adviser and a 
main architect of policies in 
Iraq. Europe and elsewhere.
She said of the Iraq invasion 
almost two years ago, “We did 
meet with some unforeseen 
circumstances, most
importantly as we swept 
through the country really 
rather rapidly.”
Rice said spreading 
democracy through the Middle 
East remains a top 
administration objective. The 
Palestinian election earlier this 
month following the death of 
Yasser Arafat offers “a moment 
of opportunity," she said.
But Rice also said Palestinian 
leaders need to do more to end 
terrorism against Israel.
“No one has objections in 
principle" to the naming of a 
new presidential envoy to help 
shepherd the peace process. 
Rice said, but "it is a question 
over whether that is 
appropriate” at this time.
More broadly, she said there 
remain “outposts of tyranny" 
in the world that require close 
attention, citing North Korea, 
Iran. Cuba. Belarus. Zimbabwe 
and Myanmar, also known as 
Burma.
“We must remain united in 
insisting that Iran and North 
Korea abandon their nuclear 
weapons ambitions and choose 
instead the path of peace," she 
said.
Rice also pledged to embrace 
public diplomacy, the face-to*- 
face struggle to win support for 
U.S. policies and ideals 
abroad.
“The time for diplomacy is 
now," she said in a remark that 
appeared aimed at critics who 
accuse the 
administration 
of go-it-alone 
tactics.
That brought a 
sharp retort from 
the panel’s 
senior
Democrat. Sen. 
Joseph Biden of 
Delaware: “The 
time for
diplomacy is 
long overdue."
Rice answered 
the day’s
harshest 
questioning, from Sen. Boxer, 
with a rare note of strain in her 
voice. Boxer came close to 
accusing Rice of having lied in 
her public statements about the 
run-up to war in Iraq.
“Your loyalty to your mission 
you were given overwhelmed 
your respect for the truth, and I 
don’t say it lightly,” Boxer 
said.
“I have never, ever lost 
respect for the truth in service 
of anything,” Rice replied 
coolly. “It is not my nature, it 
is not my character. And I 
would hope that we can have 
this conversation ... without 
impugning my credibility or 
my integrity."
Rice grew up in segregated 
Birmingham. Ala., the
granddaughter of a poor cotton 
farmer.
“I am especially indebted to 
those who fought and
sacrificed in the civil rights
movement so that I could be 
here today,” she said.
Under questioning. Rice
also:
— Said the administration 
was paying close attention “to 
the progress or lack of thereof 
of democracy” in Russia under 
President Vladimir Putin. Bush 
meets with Putin on a trip to 
Europe next month.
— Agreed with Sen.
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., 
that the United States needs to 
do more to fight drug
trafficking and to support 
democratic and economic 
reforms in Central and South 
America, citing “grave 
challenges to some of these 
regimes.”
— Said that the Dec. 26 
Asian tsunami presented a 
"wonderful opportunity" for 
the United States to reach out 
to countries in the Muslim 
world and build good will, a 
remark that Boxer branded as 
insensitive to the widespread 
deaths and destruction.
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“Our future 
prosperity depends on 
innovation and a high- 
quality workforce."
-U.S. SENATOR 
D-CALIE Airbus unveils 
a superjumbo
'liner of the skies'
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Skys the limit: Airbus employees wave next to the new Airbus AT80 after its 
unveiling ceremony, near Toulouse, southwestern France, Tuesday (an. 18, 
2005. Tne AT80 double-deck superjumbo is the world's largest passenger 
plane.
By Laurence Frost
Associated Press
TOULOUSE. France 
Airbus showed ofT its giant 
A380. a double-decked 
behemoth that could 
revolutionize long-haul flying, 
at a lavish ceremony Tuesday 
with European leaders gathered 
for the first official look at the 
world’s largest passenger plane.
Airbus is betting its newfound 
status as the world’s leading jet 
maker on the “superjumbo" that 
has a 262-foot wingspan, a tail 
as tall as a seven-story building 
and which cost $13 billion to 
develop.
French President Jacques 
Chirac, as well as the leaders of 
Britain. Germany and Spain and 
CEOs from the 14 airlines and 
freight transporters that have so 
far ordered the A380 attended 
the elaborate ceremony at. 
company headquarters in 
Toulouse, southern France.
Chirac called the A380 “a 
veritable liner of the skies" and 
said its debut “is for all of us a 
moment of emotion and pride" 
and "a great success for 
Europe.”
German Chancellor Gerhard 
Schroeder struck a similar chord, 
calling the A380 a "triumph of 
European science and European 
engineering.”
The show before almost 5.(XX) 
guests debuted with music, 
clouds of dry ice and dancers in 
the hangar where A38()s are 
assembled, one of the largest 
enclosed spaces in Europe. 
Projected images of planes from 
the Airbus range sped across the 
hangar walls and dancers 
suspended on wires appeared to 
walk on thin air.
Children tugged on white 
cords to pull down a curtain,
unveiling the plane lit in blue 
behind.
The launch of the A380 
seemed certain to become a 
milestone in civil aviation 
history alongside the 747 and 
Concorde. Unlike the supersonic 
Concorde, however, whose 
claim to fame was how fast it 
crossed the Atlantic, this latest 
fruit of European aerospace 
cooperation will ultimately be 
judged on how fast it makes 
money.
Airbus has already taken 149 
orders for the $280 million 
plane, “which for a plane of this 
size that has not yet flown is an 
extraordinary commercial 
performance." Airbus CEO Noel 
Forgeard said.
Airbus says companies have 
options on dozens more and that 
the program will break even 
after 250 sales.
The company expects to sell 
7(X)-750 aircraft. “It’s a plane 
that will fly for 30 to 40 years,” 
Forgeard said.
Airbus trailed Boeing Co. until 
2(X)3, when it delivered more 
planes than its U.S. rival for the 
First time.
Sustaining that lead will 
depend partly on the outcome of 
Airbus' audacious bet on strong 
demand for the A380. Airbus 
plans the First test flight of the 
308-ton plane sometime before 
March 31.
In a three-class cabin layout, 
the A380 will carry 555 
passengers. The A380 has 49 
percent more floor space.
On a full tank, it will also carry 
passengers 5 percent farther than 
Boeing's longest-range jumbo. 
Airbus claims, producing costs 
per passenger that are up to one- 
fifth below its rivals’.
How the plane’s extra space is
SEE AIRBUS, A7
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Supreme Court decides not to hear 
Guantanamo Bay terror suspect case
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Mail tall: A soldier pushes a hook cart inside a 48-person detention block at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in a Dec. 17, 2002 photo released by the U.S. Department of Defense. Three years after the 
U.S. military opened a spec ial prison for terror suspec ts, this remote outpost in Cuba is taking on the look of 
permanency with a planned $25 million prison, $1.7 million psychiatric wing and permanent guard force.
By Gina Holland
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The 
Supreme Court prolonged the 
legal limbo of hundreds of terror 
suspects in a U.S. military prison 
in Cuba, refusing on Tuesday to 
consider whether the 
government’s plan for military 
trials unfairly denies them basic- 
legal rights.
So far only a handful of the 550 
detainees from about 40 countries 
have been charged with war 
crimes. More are expected once 
courts sort out how they may be 
tried.
The legal uncertainty 
surrounding the men, many of 
whom were captured during the 
U.S.-led war in Afghanistan in 
2001. has prompted international 
criticism and spawned multiple 
court fights.
The Supreme Court had been 
asked to use an appeal by Osama 
bin Laden’s former driver to 
decide whether the Bush 
administration is trying to 
shortcut defendants’ rights by 
holding a type of military trial last 
used during World War II.
A federal judge ruled last fall 
that Salim Ahmed Hamdan and 
others put on trial at the 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base 
should be allowed to confront 
witnesses and see evidence 
against them, which are standard 
under military justice rules but are 
not guaranteed to detainees.
The Supreme Court rejected the 
case Tuesday, which was not 
surprising because an appeals 
court also is considering the issue 
and has scheduled arguments 
March 8.
In addition, the court heard 
three significant terrorism cases 
last year and was not expected to 
take on another big one so soon.
China defends 1989 crackdown, 
dismissal of sympathetic party leader
By Joe M( Donald
AsSiKiated Press
BEIJING — China on Tuesday 
defended its 1989 decision to 
depose former Communist Party 
leader Zhao Ziyang for 
sympathizing with the Tiananmen 
Square pro-democracy protesters, 
indicating there were no plans to 
honor him in death.
The statements by a Foreign 
Ministry spokesman were the first 
official comments on Zhao since 
his death Monday at the age of 85.
Zhao spent his last 15 years 
under house arrest after being 
dismissed as the country’s top 
leader following the Chinese 
military’s June 4. 1989 attack on 
the demonstrators, which killed 
hundreds and possibly thousands
Kong said he had no 
information on any plans for a 
state funeral for Zhao. Chinese 
communist leaders traditionally
hold elaborate, highly publicized 
memorial services for fallen 
comrades. But there has been no 
indication Zhao would get any 
public honors.
Asked for the government’s 
opinion of Zhao, the spokesman 
cited rulings that the student-led 
protests were a
counterrevolutionary riot and that 
Zhao, who sympathized with the 
demonstrators, tried to “split the 
party."
“Over the past 15 years since the 
incident. China’s development has 
proved that this final judgment is 
right.” Kong said.
The government in the past has 
justified the crackdown and 
Zhao’s dismissal by citing China’s 
economic success and political 
stability in the years since 1989.
On Tuesday, state media marked 
Zhao's passing with only brief 
mentions, while eulogies from the 
public were erased by censors
from Web sites. Television and 
radio news programs made no 
mention of him at all.
The People’s Daily, the main 
party newspaper, buried its one- 
sentence obituary at the bottom of 
the last page of its first section, 
just above the 
weather map.
The near-silence 
reflected official 
unease about 
Zhao’s enduring 
strength as a 
symbol of the 
era's crushed
BAO TONG
“To mourn Zhao is to 
defend human rights.”
aspirations.
“Zhao Ziyang 
died under illegal 
house arrest,” his 
former secretary 
Bao Tong said in a 
statement distributed by the U.S.- 
based broadcaster Radio Free 
Asia. “To mourn Zhao is to defend 
human rights. To mourn Zhao is to
-FORMER SECRETARY 
TO ZHAO
pursue democracy and the rule of 
law.”
Zhao’s family had not informed 
his widow, Liang Boqi, of his 
death, and won’t make its own 
memorial plans until it does so, 
said Frank Lu, a Hong Kong- 
based human rights 
activist. He spoke 
to Zhao’s daughter 
Wang Yannan on 
Tuesday 
afternoon.
Bao’s son. 
Baopu Liu. issued 
a statement saying 
the family
wouldn’t ask for a 
state funeral.
“The family’s 
decision reflects a 
sense of pride, for 
they refuse to ‘beg’ the 
government. They have not done 
so in the last 16 years, and they 
will not do so now,” Liu said.
Standing guard: A security guard keeps watch after activists laid a wreath and a picture of late Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang outside the Hong Kong offices of 
the Chinese government Tuesday. Zhao, who died Monday, was a hero to democracy activists for sympathizing with pro-democracy student protesters occupying 
Beijing's Tiananmen Square in 1989. Zhao was purged and Chinese troops cleared the square, killing hundreds
AP / Lo Sat-hung
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used will be left up to 
airlines, whose A380 cabin 
designs have remained closely 
guarded. In the future, low- 
cost carriers could operate the 
A380 with a single economy- 
class configuration
accommodating as many as 
800 passengers.
Virgin company chief 
Richard Branson said his 
airline, which has ordered six 
A380s. will offer private 
double beds for first-class 
passengers and casinos.
The chairman of Dubai- 
based carrier Emirates, which
is so far the largest A380
customer with 45 orders, 
said the plane was a "key 
element in our future 
growth" and offers "the widest 
cabin of any aircraft in the 
world."
"It provides lower seat-mile 
costs and carries more
passengers further and
consumes less fuel than its 
competitors." Sheikh Ahmed
bin Saee Al Maktoum said.
Chew Choon Seng. CEO of 
Singapore Airlines, said the 
A380 ' would increase 
passenger and cargo capacities 
"without increasing aircraft 
movements and without
congesting the skies and 
adding to congestion on
taxiways ruTairport
runways."
Singapore Airlines will 
begin using the plane for 
services to London and 
Sydney when it becomes the 
first carrier to carry 
commercial passengers aboard 
the A380 in mid-2006. he said.
Airbus hopes to sell 750 
superjumbos to airlines 
operating services between the 
busiest airports, mainly in 
Asia, which serve as hubs, or 
stopovers between connecting 
flights.
Boeing sees demand for only 
400 jets larger than its 747 
over the next two decades, as 
air passengers increasingly 
gravitate toward direct flights
It was a minor victory for the 
government, which was ordered 
by the Supreme Court last year to 
give detainees in the United 
States and Cuba more legal rights.
Since those landmark decisions, 
lawsuits have been filed in 
Washington on behalf of dozens 
of detainees claiming they are 
being wrongly held. Some of 
those cases eventually will make 
it to the Supreme Court. The 
government has also been sued 
for millions of dollars in damages 
by inmates claiming 
mistreatment.
Jose Padilla, a U.S. citizen 
suspected of terrorism, who is 
being held without charge in 
Charleston, S.C., is trying to win 
his freedom in a South Carolina 
court.
Separately, a Supreme Court 
appeal was filed this month on 
behalf of Zacarias Moussaoui. the 
only defendant charged in U.S. 
courts in an alleged al-Qaida 
conspiracy that included the Sept. 
11, 2001, attacks. Moussaoui, a 
French citizen, wants access to al- 
Qaida witnesses during his trial.
Meanwhile, three years have 
passed since some of the 
Guantanamo Bay detainees were 
arrested and Moussaoui was 
indicted. Legal wrangling is 
expected to continue for another 
year or more.
“It’s pretty messy,” said Carl 
Tobias, a law professor at the 
University of Richmond. He said 
international leaders have been 
watching the Hamdan case 
closely and are eager for a speedy 
resolution.
Human rights groups and 
hundreds of members of the 
British and European parliaments 
encouraged the court to make a 
special exception to hear the 
appeal.
“The entire commission
process, and all pending 
challenges to it, have ground to a 
halt,” justices were told by Neal 
Katyal, one of Hamdan’s 
attorneys.
Hamdan. a Yemeni, is charged 
with conspiracy to commit war 
crimes, murder and terrorism. He 
contends he is innocent.
Bush administration lawyer 
Paul Clement had urged justices 
to avoid jumping into a case 
“where the military proceedings 
involve enforcement of the law of 
war in the midst of an ongoing 
armed conflict against an enemy 
force that is targeting civilians for 
mass death.”
In military commission trials, 
prosecutors can seek the death 
penalty and rules of evidence are 
more favorable to the 
government. People who are 
convicted have only limited rights 
of appeal. Hamdan’s lawyer 
argued in his appeal that Congress 
did not authorize the trials.
“It is heading toward a 
significant Supreme Court ruling, 
just not this term,” said Eric M. 
Freedman, a law professor at 
Hofstra University who doubts 
that the government will succeed 
in holding military trials.
Richard Samp, chief attorney 
for the conservative Washington 
Legal Foundation, predicts trials 
will be held, but possibly under 
revised guidelines.
Hamdan was to have been the 
first person put on trial, but U.S. 
District Judge James Robertson 
stepped in last November to block 
it.
Robertson’s ruling is now being 
reviewed by a three-judge appeals 
court panel. The judges, all 
conservative, are expected to be 
less sympathetic to Hamdan, 
Samp said.
The case is Hamdan v. 
Rumsfeld, 04-702.
Public Presentation by Professor Stefan Immerfall 
Schwabisch Gmund University,Germany
Monday, January 24,2005 
1:30-3:30
GVSU Kirkhof Center - KC 204 (Pere-Marquette)
Title: "Bonds that Hold: Germany and America in 
an Age of Turbulence"
Sponsored by the Dept, of Sociology, Padnos International 
Center, and College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
For more information contact: kurthenh@gvsu.edu
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aboard a new generation of
smaller, long-range jets like 
its planned 7E7.
The superjumbo's entry into 
service next year is a 
challenge to already stretched 
airport infrastructure.
London's Heathrow airport 
says it is spending over $800 
million, providing everything 
from double-decker passenger 
ramps to enlarged baggage 
conveyors capable of 
processing 555 passengers on 
one flight.
Other airports are spending 
billions more on similar 
improvements, but there is 
concern that some may not be 
ready in time.
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Abusing access
A recent university-wide e-mail was sent to 
remind Grand Valley students about the 
university’s policy regarding movie and music 
downloading over the Internet. The reminder 
begs the question: Is GVSU doing all it can to 
prevent illegal downloading through the 
campus network?
O
ver the course of the past five years, since the now-
famous file sharing program Napster was in its prime, 
the Motion Picture Association of America and the 
Recording Industry Association of America have taken steps to 
crack down on illegal downloading of copyrighted movies and 
music, especially on college campuses.
Universities, often seen by the movie and recording industries 
as some of the top locations where pirating takes place, have 
begun to address the problem.
Colleges nationwide, including some large universities like 
Penn State, Cornell University and the University of Michigan 
took proactive measures and put in place legal software 
alternatives for downloading. The intent was to encourage 
students to stop gathering songs and films through programs 
such as Kazaa and LimeWire, who often do not ensure that the 
material sent to users is copyright protected.
If Grand Valley is serious about cracking down on illegal 
Internet downloads, they must realize that an alternative should 
be offered.
Instead of shaking a big proverbial finger at the student body, 
GVSU should attempt to explore possibilities of offering 
students a legal alternative to get their music.
The ideal program would use the technology that GVSU 
already has in place, and would be available to students for a 
fee. While there are already legal alternatives available by 
downloading individual songs from pay sites like iTunes.com, 
the university would likely be able to negotiate a lower rate 
because of the number of students the program would serve.
While students may not immediately embrace the idea of 
having to pay for music and movies they are accustomed to 
getting for free, it would save the individual students and the 
university a headache in the long run if the MPAA or the RIAA 
decide to start passing out lawsuits to make examples of people 
again.
While students would ideally decide to make the good choice 
and pay for the music they download, it is unlikely that they 
will.
If GVSU is truly concerned about illegal file sharing on 
campus, it needs to be proactive and begin seeking a solution 
instead of sending a mass e-mail that will likely not change 
anyone’s course of action.
CVL Comic / Kan Smith
CVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:
Do you fool students take the legal 
implications of downloading seriously?
"No they do not. not at 
all. I think that they 
think that they're 
invincible because not 
a lot of people really 
get caught."
“I think some people 
do. but mostly they 
think they can get 
away with it."
“Not really. I do it all 
the time. I share files 
with my brother. ”
“.../ think we didn't 
before and we didn't 
think of it as stealing or 
anything, but now that 
we see people getting 
in trouble I don't think 
as many people are 
downloading. ”
Travis Welling
Senior
Biology
Kiley Pawneshing
Freshman
French
Shaun Ryback 
Junior
Biomedical Science
Pamela Moyer
Senior
Biology
“I have no idea. It’s 
not something I've 
thought about."
“No they don't. I have 
recently myself asked 
students about it. They 
said there’s a lot of 
information out there, 
especially on campus."
"No they do not. I don't 
feel they do. ”
"Some do. but I'd say 
there's a lot of them 
that don't."
Danielle Sporte 
Junior
Biomedical Science
Scott Estrada 
Senior
Public Relations
Ricardo Flores 
Junior
Biomedical Science
Jessica Peterson 
Junior
International Business
GVL STUDENT OPINION
'Constructive' criticism
Brian Perry
writes for the 
GVL opinion. 
His views do 
not necessarily 
represent those 
of the
. newspaper.
You asked for it. and now 
you get it. Time after time 
I’ve been asked “Why don’t 
you write about it?” The most 
frustrating decision anyone 
has made this year has finally 
made its way to my little 
corner of the paper. This 
week’s subject: That stupid 
new entrance to the parking 
lot on Laker Village Drive. 
You know the one. The one 
that is (according to Joe) 
about 10 feet wide.
I know how it started. I saw 
the car versus motorcycle
accident in early September.
It wasn’t pretty. With so many 
different lanes to enter and 
exit, it was just a matter of 
time before someone hit 
someone else. It’s no surprise 
to me that some people down 
here can’t drive. I’ve already 
written that one. But the 
reaction to that accident was 
extremely overblown. The 
decision to restrict flow in 
and out through only one 
entrance was good. The 
decision to make it the 
smallest passageway in the 
history of man was not. The 
construction of the entrance 
was ridiculous. I don't know 
if Joe got it right, but that 
entrance is about 4 inches 
wider than two small cars.
You have to literally hope 
that your mirrors sit either 
higher or lower than the 
mirrors on the car in the other 
lane or you may lose them.
Two trucks cannot fit through 
that entrance at one time. Did 
we hire trained professionals 
to create the entrance?
Part of the problem is that 
the entrance is literally T- 
shaped. Look at any 
intersection other than that 
one. They are all rounded or 
banked to some extent. Once 
stopped at an average 
intersection, a car sits at 
about a 45 degree angle to 
either road. Visibility is 
excellent and there is little 
risk of crossing the center 
line when making a right 
turn. You can usually fit a 
right-turning car next to a 
left-turning car in a single 
lane. At the new entrance that 
is not possible. The barriers 
are perfect right angles. There 
is no leeway for anyone.
The result? Drivers entering 
the parking lot are now 
shifting into REVERSE on
Laker Village Drive because 
they overshoot the entrance 
by a few inches. That’s right. 
In the middle of the road, 
with the stoplight changing, 
drivers are making risky 
moves and going backward 
because that entrance is so 
small they can't get through 
on their first try. Drivers 
leaving the parking lot are 
crossing the center line 
regularly. It is simply 
impossible to stay m the right 
lane when turning right 
because the frame of a car 
does not bend to 
accommodate the awkward 
angle. This cannot be the 
safest solution. The entrance 
was created to minimize 
accidents on Laker Village 
Drive. It will probably do the 
opposite.
“We all learn something by pairing 
our activism with our education. ”
- Sally Sayles
Women .V Center Advisory Board
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for rcikler opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
letters must include the author’s 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Gram! Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
«
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GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Facts Matter
In Kyle Rausch’s recent 
letter, Rausch claims that 
“facts aside, the issue still 
remains.” However, one 
cannot disregard facts when 
writing an article or discussing 
an issue. Without facts there 
are no issues. Paulsen had his 
facts straight when he 
responded to Rausch’s letter 
about the situation at San 
Francisco State University 
(SFSU). Rausch appears to be 
confused when he fails to 
distinguish Paulsen’s 
statements from those of 
Robert Corrigan, President of 
SFSU. Paulsen gives two 
different numbers of protesters 
from two different sources: the 
Golden Gate (X) Press said 
that there were 100, while 
Corrigan claimed 150-200.
Rausch goes on to claim he 
“singled out Arabs and 
Palestinians because it was 
partly their group which 
coordinated the protest.”
Rausch is confused when he 
mistakenly blames Arabs and 
Palestinians as a whole instead 
of the SFSU General Union of 
Palestinian Students (GUPS). 
Rausch is confused again 
when he claims Paulsen stated 
that all Republicans are 
terrible. Paulsen made it clear 
that he and many others take 
issue with the far right, which 
has hijacked the Republican 
Party, but not with 
Republicans in general.
Paulsen draws his 
information from the SFSU 
newspaper, the SFSU 
government and even the 
SFSU Republicans. Rausch 
appears to have no sources, 
and the fact that Rausch did 
not care enough to research 
before he wrote his letter is 
irresponsible and insulting.
Erin Jancek
Assistant Director, GVSU 
College Democrats
Reader recognition
Dear Editors and Staff of The 
Lanthorn,
Recently it has come to our 
attention that this newspaper 
has received the honors of 
“Best Division II Newspaper" 
and the editor-in-chief of the 
Lanthorn. Nate Hoekstra, 
received the Michigan Press 
Association Community 
Journalism award. While 
understandably it would be a 
conflict of interest of this 
publication to print 
recognition of its 
accomplishments, please allow 
us to use this forum to 
congratulate you on your 
successes. The quality of this 
paper is reflected in the 
dedication, devotion, and 
determination of this staff. 
Congratulations again and 
continued luck this semester.
Roberta Payne and 
Michelle Horvath,
Grand Valley State 
University
GVL STUDENT RESOURCES
Date rape drugs:
What you need to know...
It could happen to you. How? 
Victims have been
unsuspectingly slipped a drug in 
their drinks at bars, clubs, and 
parties that reduces their 
resistance to sexual advances and 
often leaves them with no 
memory of it happening. These 
predator drugs are a growing 
concern on campuses across the 
country. You need to know about 
three of these drugs.
The first being Rohypnol, also 
called rooties, rope, R2,roche. or 
forget-pill. Rohypnol is a potent 
tranquilizer, similar to Valium, 
but ten times stronger. This drug 
dissolves easily in juice, coffee, 
carbonated and alcoholic 
beverages. It is colorless, 
odorless, and tasteless when 
dissolved in liquid. The effects of 
the drug are enhanced when 
mixed with alcohol causing loss 
of inhibitions, relaxation, 
blackouts and amnesia. Once 
ingested, Rohypnol takes effect 
after ten to twenty minutes. The 
victim may feel dizzy and 
disoriented, simultaneously too 
hot and too cold, or nauseated. 
Eventually victims pass out and 
sexual assaults have occurred. 
Effects last eight to ten hours, 
depending on the dose used. The 
good news is that the 
manufacturer of Rohypnol has 
reformulated the drug to make it 
more detectable. It has been 
colored blue, so any light colored 
liquid it is added to will turn 
bright blue, and a cloudy 
appearance in darker colored 
beverages. It will fizz on contact 
with liquid, dissolve slower and 
form small chunky pieces that 
float on top of the drink.
Gamma Hydroxy Butrate or 
GHB is a central nervous system 
depressant. Street or slang terms 
for GBH are: liquid ecstasy, G. 
grievous bodily harm, easy lay, 
and Georgia home boy. It is a 
colorless, odorless liquid that has 
no taste when mixed in a drink or 
water.( Sometimes there is an 
aftertaste, depending on how it 
was produced). This drug gives a 
feeling of relaxation, tranquility, 
sensuality, and loss of inhibitions. 
Effects of the drug are felt within 
ten to twenty minutes and last up 
to four hours depending on dose 
given and if it’s ingested with 
alcohol. If combined with 
alcohol, sedation effects are 
stronger and can last up to twenty 
hours. GHB is cleared from the
body quickly (in about, two 
hours) and makes detection 
difficult
The third drug being used is an 
approved rapid-acting anesthetic 
called Ketamine, also known as 
special K, K, vitamin K, or cat 
valium. Ketamine is approved for 
both human and animal use in a 
medical setting and is produced 
in liquid form or a white powder. 
In low doses this drug impairs 
attention and memory. In higher 
doses delirium and amnesia can 
occur.
These drugs are dangerous to 
use, especially when mixed with 
alcohol, and in high doses could 
even cause death. All date rape 
drugs have amnesiac effects and 
victims wake up confused usually 
with little or no memory of what 
happened to them.
How to protect yourself:
-don’t drink anything out of a 
punch bowl or any large open 
container
-only accept drinks that you 
open or prepare yourself 
-never leave your drink 
unattended
-never share or exchange drinks 
-go out with friends and watch 
out for each other 
-don’t drink anything that has 
an unusual taste or appearance
You may have been drugged 
if...
-you feel more intoxicated than 
your usual response to 1-2 drinks 
or you feel intoxicated without 
consuming alcohol but did drink 
something
-you wake up feeling confused, 
experiencing memory lapse or 
loss of memory for period of time 
-you wake up in a hotel room, 
stranger’s apartment or home 
-you took a drink but can’t 
remember what happened to you 
after you drank it and you feel 
someone had sex with you but 
you can’t remember the incident
If you feel you have been 
drugged and sexually 
assaulted:
-tell someone you trust 
-get medical attention as soon 
as possible
-report incident to police, the 
local rape crisis center (YWCA in 
Grand Rapids 776-7273) or 
hospital emergency department 
-talk to counselor for support 
(GVSU Counseling Center 331- 
7596)
-remember no one invites, 
causes, or deserves to be sexually 
assaulted.
For further questions please 
contact GVSU Campus Health 
Center at (616) 331-2435
4335 Lake Michigan Drive . Standale Village Mall 
Corner of Wilson and Lake Michigan Drive
$3 Tan 6l6.735.944iwww.3dollartan.com $3 Tan
FREE TAN FOR NEW OR EXISTING CLIENTS
(free tan is for new clients or existing clients who bring in a new friend) 
ONE TIME PER PERSON
ONE MONTH UNLIMITED $34.00 
50 MIN. SUPERBED/STANDUP $22.00 
40 MIN. MASSAGE AND FACIAL $59.00 
LOSE INCHES FOR ONLY $10.00 
AIRBRUSH SUNLESS TAN $25.00
Spacious. Private. Comfortable.
Now Leasing “05-06”
2 & 4 Bedroom units 
still available
Some units include
ALL UTILITIES
DSL Available in Most Units
Startimi at $225 IV r Person
Walk Out Townhouscs with Patio 
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Less than 2 Miles Irom Campus
CALL 895-4001
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By Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
Anthony Stcpter, a senior at 
Grand Valley State University, 
does not see affirmative action 
or other policies used to 
diversify the work force or a 
student body as old-fashioned. 
Instead, he sees the concept of 
race and discrimination as old- 
fashioned.
Being biracial and having 
attended a diverse Grand Rapids 
high school, Stepter said many 
people don’t realize the 
importance of diversity in a 
university setting.
“They don’t understand that 
we’re trying to establish 
somewhat of a level playing 
field,” Stepter said. “Ideally we 
wouldn’t have to have 
affirmative action ... I think right 
now we have to continue with 
affirmative action until it 
becomes unnecessary.”
Stepter is among several 
members of the university 
community who believe that 
diversity, in the student body 
especially, needs to be achieved 
in order to fulfill the university’s 
goals of being a liberal 
education institution.
About a year ago, the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that race 
can be a factor for universities to 
admit students, saying students 
can gain, educationally, from 
diversity in the classroom. Since 
then, members of the GVSU 
community have had plenty to 
say about GVSU’s admissions 
policies regarding diversity, 
those of the University of 
Michigan’s that were contested 
in the Supreme Court and what 
the future is likely to hold in 
terms of diversity at the 
university.
Diversity policies in GVSU’s 
admissions
In December 2003, the U.S. 
Supreme Court made a decision 
after the University of 
Michigan’s admissions policies 
were legally contested. The 
ruling said race can be a factor in
choosing whom to admit to 
public universities, but it can not 
be the overriding factor.
In other words, the court struck 
down the University of 
Michigan’s point system, which 
gave racial minorities preference 
in undergraduate admittance. As 
GVSU’s interim Affirmative 
Action Director Patricia Oldt 
puts it, “The decision said yes, 
the learning environment is 
much richer if it is a diverse 
environment, so it wasn’t to stop 
the University of Michigan or 
any university from seeking 
diversity, but it said... race can 
be a factor, but it needs to be a 
plus factor, not the factor.”
According to CNN, the 
decision left room for public 
universities to seek more subtle 
ways to take race into account 
than through a point system. 
Race-conscious policies in 
admissions at public universities 
that do not use a point system 
will probably remain in place.
Tom Butcher, legal counsel for 
GVSU, said unlike the 
University of Michigan. GVSU 
does not use race as a criterion 
for admissions. He said race is 
asked on applications only as a 
voluntary piece of information 
for the university to get a sense 
of who is interested in the 
institution. It is not used to give 
points or preferences to people 
of minorities.
Jodi Chycinski, director of 
admissions at GVSU, said a 
variety of factors are looked into 
when deciding if a student can 
be admitted to the university. 
She said a core preparation of 
courses in high school are the 
most important factors, along 
with extracurricular activities 
and test scores.
“Every application is so 
different and it never really falls 
on one factor,” she said. “You 
have to use ... multiple factors to 
get to a student that we feel can 
be successful here.”
She said in no way does the 
university use any kind of point 
system like the University of 
Michigan did, nor do the 
admissions professionals at
GVSU use a quota to bring in a 
certain number of diverse 
students. She said, rather, 
admissions professionals are 
aware of the need for diversity 
among the student body and use 
a variety of recruitment efforts to 
bring in students from a diverse 
background in terms of race, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation and 
culture.
“I think we always have to be 
conscious about it because if one 
of our goals as an institution is to 
constantly think about diversity 
and how it affects us, ... of 
course when we’re out trying to 
attract students to Grand Valley,
I think we need to be aware of it 
... so we’re not bringing in 
students who are all exactly 
alike,” she said
Chycinski said the Admissions 
office tries to recruit a diverse 
group of students by sending 
admissions representatives to 
more than 500 high schools 
across the region. For students 
who are thinking about attending 
the university, it also hosts a 
family day every January that is 
focused on diversity and has 
many of the university’s cultural 
clubs represented. The 
admissions professionals are 
also at many other events that
would attract a wide range of 
students to the university.
Diversity’s importance
Bobby Springer, associate 
director of GVSU’s Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, said 
diversity is extremely important 
to bring to a university to 
prepare students for their 
futures.
“The world is diverse so the 
university develops students for 
the world,” he said. “So when 
students go out into the world 
they have a perspective that 
embraces differences.”
Oldt said a much richer 
learning environment comes if 
there is diversity in it because 
students gain from engaging in 
dialogue with people who think 
differently from how they think.
“Affirmation of learning 
comes from people who think 
like you do and look like you 
do,” she said. “But some of your 
greatest learning will come from 
people who challenge your 
thinking, who have a different 
perspective.”
For Stepter, the university has 
made great strides in trying to 
diversify the community, but 
more needs to be done in order
to help students learn.
“The whole concept of a 
university is to go there and 
know more,” he said. “The more 
perspectives you bring in, the 
greater [the) possibilities for 
learning.”
Opposing viewpoints
Affirmative action was the 
catch-phrase used during the 
University of Michigan lawsuits, 
but the term is typically used to 
describe hiring practices of 
businesses and institutions 
regarding minorities.
The Michigan Civil Rights 
Initiative is a non-partisan 
coalition that, according to the 
organizational Web site, is trying 
to get a proposal on Michigan’s 
2006 ballot that will put an end 
to affirmative action in all levels 
of state and local government in 
Michigan, including hiring, 
contracting and admissions to 
public schools.
Members of the organization 
think the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
is not being protected and that 
“ugly discrimination” is being 
permitted when public 
universities use race as factors in 
determining admittance.
Butcher said if this proposal 
passes, the current approach that 
GVSU takes would not be 
impacted because of the way 
GVSU’s admissions standards 
are set up. Butcher said race is 
not used as a criterion for 
admittance.
Oldt said she doesn’t 
understand how some people 
think affirmative action is old- 
fashioned or reverse 
discrimination. She said there 
are many myths people have 
about affirmative action.
Oldt said affirmative action in 
both hiring and admissions does 
not only apply to people of color, 
but to many other factors that 
encourages a diverse 
environment. She said 
affirmative action doesn’t lower 
the qualities a person must have 
to get into an institution and that 
race alone cannot be used as a 
criterion for employment or
admissions.
“If you look at the statistics, if 
you look at what is going on, I 
don’t know how you can den^ 
what needs to be (happening)/' 
she said. “Whether it’s called 
affirmative action or whatever 
it’s culled, I think the important 
thing is for us to have the most 
enriched environment that we 
can. it needs to be diverse. In 
order to attract und retain 
diversity, there has to be 
concerted efforts for that to 
happen. It will not just happen 
naturally."
She said racism and 
discrimination ure still ulive and 
well and that affirmative action 
increases awareness about the 
importance of diversity among 
students at the university.
Diversity’s future at GVSU
Oldt said one of the main goals 
of the university is "to promote 
and integrate diversity in all 
aspects of university life.”
She said this is really in the 
forefront and members of the 
GVSU community are being 
challenged to plan for how they 
will promote and integrate 
diversity in all aspects of 
university life.
Butcher said with the goal of 
the university to provide a 
liberal education, the university 
is going to have to work hard in 
bringing in students of diversity 
in terms of race, gender, culture, 
religion and sexual orientation. 
He said strategies will need to be 
developed to encourage greater 
diversity in the student body and 
in the faculty and staff.
"The challenge for Grand 
Valley State University is that 
for us to really maximize and 
realize our mission in liberal 
education and our core belief of 
the importance of that, we need 
to bring more people of 
differences in every respect into 
our community as students and 
as employees ..." Butcher said. 
“We're going to have to do that 
and clearly continue to do that in 
compliance with all laws, federal 
and state.”
Breaking down diversity
CVL / A\ Colley
Adding it up: Segments represent higher education students nationwide. 
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education_________________________
Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes 616-899-6678 10235-95 42nd Avenue Allendale, Michigan 49401
www.campusviewhousing.com. d s v
Best value for GVSU students
Great housing without blowing your budget
Convenient parking and just a few steps from camp
In a beautiful arbor-like setting
3,9 or 12 month lease
Full Bath & Shower • Fully Furnished • Air Conditioning • Cable TV • DSL 
Recreation Room [Billiard Tables] • Modern Kitchen Appliances 
Swimminq Pool • Same dav maintenance for any reasonable request
April Raynovkh Sports l ditor 
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GLIAC Men's 
Basketball Standings
North Division
Team GLIAC Overall
GVSU 5-2 12-4
MTech 5-3 12-4
Nw<x)d 3-3 7-6
FSU 3-4 11-4
SVSU 3-5 8-9
NMU 1-6 6-10
' LSSU 1-7 4-12
South Division
Team GLIAC Overall
Findlay 8-0 14-2
WSU 5-1 10-5
Gannon 5-2 11-5
Hillsdale 4-3 9-8
Mercyhurst2-5 8-9
Ashland 2-6 8-9
GLIAC Women's 
Basketball Standings
North Division
Team GLIAC Overall
M.Tech 8-0 14-3
LSSU 8-0 12-3
GVSU 6-1 12-4
FSU 4-3 6-10
NMU 3-5 10-6
Nwood 2-4 6-9
SVSU 2-6 5-10
South Division
Team GLIAC Overall
Gannon 4-3 11-6
Ashland 4-4 10-6
Hillsdale 3-4 12-4
Mercyhurst 2-5 6-11
Findlay 2-6 7-10
WSU 0-7 2-12
Get your 
news 
onlineI
www.lanthom.com
Laker of 
the Week
Calllstus Eziukwu wins 
Laker of the Week 
honors after having 
scored 16 points in 
GVSU’s loss to Wayne 
State then, two nights 
later, he pulled in 15 
rebounds, eight points, 
three assists and three 
blocks vs Hillsdale 
Last Monday against 
Grace Bible College, 
after just 16 games this 
season, he broke the 
GVSU record for blocks 
In a season (71).
I
Sophomore guard Erika 
Ryskamp is this week’s 
Laker of Week for her 
consistent play against 
Wayne State and 
Hillsdale last week 
Ryskamp scored a 
game-high 20 prints, 
pulled down five 
rebounds and three 
steals vs. WSU. She 
continued with 17 
points on 6-9 shooting. 
Including 3-5 from the 
3-polnt line, against 
Hillsdale
Track and field teams return to action
GVL ! tastyn Gilbert
Up and over: Gerron Lucius (left) and Joe LeFevre compete in the 5 S-motor 
hurdles.________________________________________
By Rich McGowan
GVL Assistant Editor
After u month since their lust 
meet, the Grand Valley State 
University Indoor Track and 
Field teams picked up from where 
they left off with strong 
performances by the men and 
women.
In last Friday’s Eubanks Open 
several Lakers either qualified for 
the NCAA Provincial meet or 
improved upon marks that 
already qualified them.
"This meet was a solid start for 
us coming off the holiday break." 
said track and field head coach 
Jerry Baltes. "We wanted to just 
get back in the swing of things 
and see where we are at fitness- 
wise.”
Senior Katie Corner, in her first
meet us a Laker after transferring 
from Calvin College, set a new 
GVSU record in the shot put with 
.i throw of 4.5-9.25.
Sophomore Rachel Duthler 
improved upon her NCAA mark 
by reaching a height of 11-6’ in 
the pole vault.
In the women’s 55-metcr dash, 
junior April Szatkowski, senior 
Lindsey Jacob and sophomore 
Liz Shinn came in one, two, three 
with times of 7.54, 7.63 and 7.64. 
Szatkowski. Shinn and Pam 
Treppa also took the top three 
spots in the 2(X) meters.
Senior Steph Kuhhnan won the 
4(H) meters with a time of 59.92.
In the 3000 meters, the 
freshmen duo of Samantha 
Gordon and Bridgette Beeny 
came in first and second with 
times of 10:41.38 and 10:44.46.
respectively.
Sophomores Jennifer O’Shesky 
(8.46) und Erica Hilty (8.80) 
came in first and second in the 
55-meter hurdles and freshman 
Jen Tulpa came in third at 8.90.
Tulpa also won the long jump 
(17-07.50) and the triple jump 
(35 ii.(H))
On the men’s side of things, 
junior Kenny Coleman won the 
200-meter dash with a.time of 
22.79. Sophomore Bryan Boeve 
took second in the 4(H) meters 
with a time of 52.02.
Sophomore John Collins look 
first In the mile with a time of 
4:31.87 and junior Mike 
Salisbury won the 6(H) meters by 
coming in with a time of 1:25.75.
In the 55-meter hurdles.
SEE TRACK, B3
Lakers 
rebound 
from loss
GVSU splits with GLIAC foes Wayne State and 
Hillsdale, win big over Grace Bible College
By Rich McGowan
GVL Assistant Editor
After falling to Wayne State 
University at home last Thursday, 
the Grand Valley State men’s 
basketball team found themselves 
trailing late in another Great Lakes 
Conference game, this time to 
Hillsdale.
After two Charger free throws, 
the Lakers trailed by three w ith 33 
seconds remaining. A Courtney 
James lay-up and two Jeff Grauzer 
free throws with 
4.7 seconds 
remaining sent the 
game into
overtime.
In the extra 
session, the Lakers 
outscored the 
Chargers 12-4, 
thanks, in part, to 
six points off 
Hillsdale turnovers 
as GVSU
improved to 12-4.
5-12.
Freshman guard 
Jason Jamerson 
scored a team-high 
15 points as five 
Lakers scored in double digits.
"The entire second half we were 
playing from behind and we used 
different guys in our line-up." said 
Laker head coach Ric Wesley. "I 
was encouraged with our clock 
management and our playing right 
to the end. and it worked out in our 
favor."
It was only two nights earlier 
when the Lakers couldn't find an 
answer for Ethan Banks.
GVSU was down by six with 
over eight minutes remaining 
when the Warrior’s junior guard 
hit five of his six 3-pointers in five 
and half minutes. Banks went 6-6 
in field goals, all of which went for 
the long hall. He also hit 3-4 free 
throws on the night and finished 
with a game-high 21 points.
Erik Parker and Darrell Evans 
also added 15 points apiece for the 
Warriors.
"1 told our guys we have to do 
our job," Wesley said, "not only 
with the Banks kid 
and recognizing 
when a guy is hot. 
but their entire 
team shot a pretty 
good percentage, 
not just for the 
second half but for 
the game.”
GVSU was led 
by freshman center 
Callistus
Eziukwu’s 16 
points.
On Monday, 
GVSU took a 
break from its 
GLIAC schedule 
and hosted Grace 
Bible College. The 
Lakers jumped all over the Tigers 
gaining an 18-6 lead in the game’s 
opening five minutes.
By the end of the first half the 
Lakers had already amassed a 57- 
27 lead. GVSU racked up 15 
points off turnovers and 30 points 
in the paint.
The Lakers never let their lead
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“I told our guys we 
have to do our 
job ..their entire team 
shot a pretty good 
percentage, not just 
for the second half but 
for the game."
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Looking for support: lorry Wallace and the Lakers came hack against the Hillsdale Chargers to win in overtime 71-bt.
Lakers' swim teams split weekend meets
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Staff Writer
Tlie Grand Valley State University 
men’s and women’s swimming 
teams both suffered losses in their 
final home meet, hut swam solidly 
for the weekend, setting a few 
records along the way.
"A lot of the kids raced with 
significant times this weekend." 
said Laker head coach Dewey 
Newsome. "Both opposing teams
had people qualified for nationals 
which showed that they were two 
tough teams"
The Lakers began their weekend 
on a high note as they took on 
conference opponent Wayne State 
University. Ifie women prevailed 
by a score of 156-82, highlighted by 
a record-breaking performance by 
Kelly VanDyke. while the men 
edged their opponent by a 130-107 
margin.
"We actually thought that this
meet for both the men and women 
was going to he closer," Newsome 
said. “The men’s meet ended up 
coming right down to tlx' wire, hut 
tlx* women ran away with it."
VanDyke’s avoid-break mg swim 
came on tlx* 2(X)-yard individual 
nxxlley. VanDyke took first place, 
roping in nine points for the Lakers' 
team total as she finished with a 
time of 2:14.73. The time broke a 
GVSU schcx>l avord by nearly a 
second. VanDyke. though, is no
stranger to breaking the record, 
because this is her second time 
breaking the 21X) medley record 
within tlx* last three meets of this 
year.
"I didn't even notice at tlx* time 
that it was a record." New some said. 
"She’s been racing so well lately 
and |has) consistently come near to 
tlx* record and has broken it a ample 
times now."
Adding to the records was a group 
of other GVSU swimmers. Over the 
course of tlx* weekend, the women 
tallied 17 season-high times while 
the nx*n nearly equaled the wonx*n 
with 16 season-high swims.
On the following Saturday night, 
the seniors were honored at ‘Senior 
Night’ for tlx* final honx* meet of the 
2(XM 2(X)5 season. The Lakers 
faced powerhouse Indianapolis, that 
they saw a week ago at the 
Indianapolis Invitational.
Indianapolis placed first in the 
invitational and continued their 
dominance at the Lakers* home p<x>l 
as they toppled the women’s team 
148-95 and the men's team 136- 
101.
"We raced very well this 
weekend." Newsome said. "It 
showed against Wayne State. 
Indianapolis is a great team. We 
look at them and ask. ’How can we 
get our program to he like theirs?’ 
We still raced well against them.”
Contributing significantly to the 
final sawes of both the men and
women were the Lakers’ divers.
“We've been having the best 
divers in the conference for years 
now,” Newsome said. "They pretty 
much dominated the meet and were 
responsible for keeping the score 
close on the men’s side."
For tlx* women. Raelyn Prelewitz 
(first place), Rachelle Terpstra 
(second place) and Jennifer Hillson 
(third place) gained the Lakers an 
additional 16 points in the 1-meter 
diving event alone. Terpstra and 
Hillson also placed first and second 
in 3-meter diving.
The men duplicated the feat by 
placing first, second and thin! place 
in both the 1 -meter and 3-meter 
diving. Senior Ben Raap placed first 
in fxxh events as freshmen Joel 
Overway and Ryan Smith alternated 
between second and third place 
positions in the events.
The Lakers will finish their season 
with road meets against Calvin 
College and Northern Michigan 
University this weekend. The Great 
Lakes Conference finals will be 
held in Detroit on Feb. 16-19.
"We have a call in to Calvin to see 
if we can dxxtse more distance 
events," Newsome said. “We need 
to improve on our distance races if 
we want to have a gocxl shot at the 
Conference championship."
The swimmers that receive 
national bids will go on to race in 
the Division II national meet held in 
Orlando. Fla. on Mareh 8—12.
CVt / tasbn GHherl
The final stretch: Women's freshman swimmer EB Phillips swims the 100 yard butterfly during the meet on Friday
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Lakers basketball challenging for GLIAC titles
In less than a year, 
GVSU’s basketball 
programs have gone 
from middle of the pack 
to title contender
By Rich McGowan
GVL Assistant EJUot
What a difference a year makes. 
A year ago the Grand Valley 
State men’s and women’s 
basketball teams struggled 
throughout the year and both 
missed the Great Lakes 
Conference Tournament. Now, 16 
games into the season, both teams 
have positioned themselves for a 
run at a GLIAC North title.
Last year the men’s team got oft 
to a 10-1 start but then flopped to a 
14-13 finish with a 6-12 GLIAC 
record. This year, the men are 12-f 
overall and sit atop the GLIAC 
North Division with a 5-2 
conference record and are the No. 
25 ranked team in Division II 
basketball.
“Our philosophy has been to 
really try to build our team around 
our defense,” said first year men’s 
head coach Ric Wesley. “Defense 
can be consistent whether you’re at 
home or on the road. It can really 
carry you when you’re not hitting 
those shots offensively.”
The Lakers defense has been 
stifling this season. GVSU’s 
defense leads the GLIAC in fewest 
points allowed per game (59.4), 
field goal percentage allowed 
(.375), defensive rebounds (27.5) 
and blocked shots (83 total, 5.53 
per game).
One of the main reasons for the 
Lakers’ turnaround falls on the 
shoulders of freshmen Callistus 
Eziukwu and Jason Jamerson.
Eziukwu, a 6-foot-10-inch 
center, leads the GLIAC in blocks 
with 71 (4.4 per game) and field 
goal percentage (.750). Eziukwu is 
also GVSU’s leading scorer 
averaging 13.1 points a game, has 
led the Lakers in scoring in six 
games and 11 times in rebounding.
Jamerson is third on the team in 
scoring, averaging 11.3 points a 
game, is shooting nearly 43 percent 
from behind the arch and has also 
been the Lakers’ high-scorer in six 
games.
As the Lakers continue on in the 
second half of the season their 
remaining opponents have a 
combined record of 30-45 within 
the GLIAC. Among the teams 
remaining on the Lakers’ schedule, 
only Gannon and Michigan Tech 
have winning records in
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Patience is a virtue: Junior Niki Reams waits for an offensive pass as players 
move to get open. Reams led the Lakers with 25 points and 11 rebounds. 
Lakers took the win over the No. 13 ranked Hillsdale Chargers 80-59.
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conference games.
Gannon, who will host the 
leakers on Saturday, tire 5-2 in the 
GLIAC and 11-5 overall and sit in 
third in the South Division.
Despite the records of some of 
their opponents, Wesley said he 
and the Lakers aren’t about to take 
anyone for granted.
“It’s early in the conference 
season so records can be 
deceiving,” Wesley said. “I think 
Ferris at this point has a losing 
record and I think before it** all 
done, they’re still a team to be 
reckoned with in our division. 1 
think if you go through our league, 
every team has had its moments on 
given nights, so you’ve got to be 
ready.”
The Lakers other main obstacle 
lies in the Huskies of Michigan 
Tech. The No. 2 team in the North 
Division will visit Allendale on 
Feb. 5. The Lakers will return the 
favor by traveling to Houghton on 
Feb. 24 in their second-to-last 
game of the regular season.
Wesley said despite the Lakers 
current position atop the GLIAC 
North. the Lakers aren’t 
concerning themselves with 
conference positioning just yet.
“I hate to focus just on the end 
result because you can’t worry 
about the whole season you just 
want to concentrate on the short­
term.” Wesley said. “The only
thing we’ve talked about, as a 
team, is we’d like to be in post- 
season play. Obviously if we win 
our conference we’re almost 
assured that we’re in post-season 
play. If we win the conference 
tournament then we know we’re in 
post-season play.”
As for the Lady Lakers, the 
20034)4 year was a 
disappointment. Coming off a 
record-setting season the year 
before, last year’s Lakers were 
inconsistent and 
finished 11-15 with 
an 8-10 GLIAC 
record.
This year, the 
women find 
themselves 6-.1 in 
the conference and 
12-4 overall. The 
Lakers are third in 
the North Division 
behind No. 9 Lake 
Superior State, to 
whom the Lakers 
lost their only 
conference game 
of the year, 81 -69, 
and Michigan 
Tech, who the 
Lakers still have to play twice.
The 2004-05 version of the 
Lakers have the GLIAC’s No. 1 
defense in scoring, field goal 
percentage and 3-point field goal 
percentage. It’s been the defense
RIC WESLEY
“I hate to focus on 
the end result because 
you can’t worry about 
the whole season, you 
just want to 
concentrate on the 
short term.”
-MENS HEAD 
BASKETBALL COACH
that has been the biggest difference 
from a year ago.
In their last game, against 
Hillsdale, the Lakers held the 
GLIAC’s No. 3 scoring team 
(averaging 74.8 points a game) to 
just 59 points.
On the offensive side, the biggest 
change has been junior transfer 
Niki Reams. The former Michigan 
Wolverine has stepped in for the 
Lakers and leads the team in points 
(16.3 per game), rebounds (8.8), 
assists (2.9), steals 
(2.1) and minutes 
(30).
The road ahead 
of the Lady 
Lakers remains a 
bumpy one, 
however.
Saturday, GVSU 
will meet South 
Division leader 
Gannon
University (11-6, 
4-3). The Golden 
Knights’
conference losses 
on the year have 
come at the hands 
of LSSU,
Michigan Tech and Northern 
Michigan. The Lakers also have 
another game against LSSU (Feb. 
12) and two games against Tech 
(Feb. 2 at home and Feb 24 at 
Tech).
Chasing the TITLE
Women’s basketball: Men's basketball:
Record: Record:
12-4 overall, 6-1 GLIAC. 12-4 overall, 5-2 GLIAC.
Last year’s record: Last year’s record:
Overall 11-15, 8-10 GLIAC Overall 14-13. 6-12 GLIAC
Remaining schedule: Remaining schedule:
Opponents record 44-33. 98-74 Opponents record 30-45. 90-74
GLIAC Team rankings: GLIAC Team rankings:
No. 1 in Scoring defense. 53.8 No. 1 in Scoring defense, 59.4
No. 1 in Scoring margin, +19.9 No. 1 in FG9K .528
No. 1 in FG% defense, .356 No. 1 in FG% def, .375
No. 1 in 3-pt FG% defense, .261 No. 1 in Rebounding def, 29.8
No. 1 in Rebounding margin, +7.8 No. 1 in Blocked shots, 83, 5.53/g
No. 1 in Turnover ratio, +3.8 No. 1 in Defensive rebounds, 27.5
No. 2 in FG%, .464 No. 2 in Rebounding margin, +8.4
No. 2 in Steals, 12.69 No. 2 in 3-pt FG%, .403
No. 3 in 3-pt FG%, .346 No. 2 in Assists 17.75/g
No. 3 in Offensive rebounds, 14.56 No. 2 in Scoring margin, +13.7
No. 3 in Scoring offense, 73.1
A
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GVL Sports Editor
He’s had a season that 
rewrote the history books. 
He was at the helm of a 
potent offense that 
produced an NFL-high 
32.5 points per game and 
4()4.7 yards per game. He 
threw for 49 touchdowns 
and had a passer rating of 
121.1 to accompany a 61.3 
efficiency mark. He found 
three different receivers for 
10 or more scores, each 
posting a 1 .(XX)-yurd 
season. It seemed as 
though there was nothing 
that could stop the 
Indianapolis Colts and 
their coveted quarterback 
Peyton Manning.
Enter: The New England 
Patriots and Tom Brady.
Manning was 0-6 all- 
time against the boys from 
the northeast going into 
last weekend’s Divisional 
Championship Playoff 
Game and found the Pats 
still had his number.
The hype swirled all 
week. Peyton was bound 
to overcome his ghosts at 
Gillette Stadium. New 
England played with a 
depleted defense. Willi 
starting defensive bucks 
Tyrone Poole (knee injury) 
and All-Pro Ty Law 
(broken foot) out along 
with defensive end 
Richard Seymour 
(sprained knee), one expert 
after another claimed the 
Colts were well on their 
way to up-ending the 
defending Super Bowl 
Champions.
Indianapolis' three­
headed monster of Marvin 
Harrison. Reggie Wayne 
and Brandon Stokely were 
supposed to run circles 
around the make-shift New 
England secondary. Even 
Colts place-kicker Mike 
Vanderjagt called out the 
champs, saying they were 
"ripe to be plucked.’’
Nothing seemed to pan 
out as expected.
The man who broke Dan 
Marino’s single season 
touchdown record didn't 
find the end zone in the 
Colts’ uninspired 20-3 loss 
to the Patriots. Manning 
failed to complete a single 
pass of over 20 yards for 
the first time all season and 
was guilty of a costly 
penalty on a trick play. He 
never had any sort of 
rhythm and showed little 
poise in the pocket, though 
he definitely lacked help.
Peyton’s big three 
struggled compared to 
their dominance in the 
previous week’s win over 
the Denver Broncos. At 
least half a dozen passes 
were dropped, making 
them look more like the 
Seattle Seahawks than the 
reliable threats they posed 
as all season long.
Harrison, an All-Pro, 
pulled in just five passes 
for 44 yards. After Wayne 
broke out in the W ild-card 
game with 10 catches for 
221 yards and two 
touchdowns, the wide 
receiver managed just 
three grabs for 35 yards in 
the defeat.
It’s hard to put a finger 
to what went wrong for the 
Indianapolis Colts. But it’s 
easy to note nothing went 
right. Critics who jumped 
on Manning’s bandwagon 
will now retreat and claim 
he is unable to w in a big 
game. I am not so ready to 
buy into that just yet. 
Manning and his offense 
carried the team all season. 
So. they struggled one 
game this season. It’s not 
like they have a defense to 
rely on to make stops. 
Manning's season will still 
go down in history as one 
of the most impressive by 
a quarterback, ever, and 
he’s not even close to 
finished. Indianapolis has 
some work to do in the 
offseason but none of it is 
on the offensive side of the 
ball.
I suppose the old cliche 
holds true - "Offense wins 
games Defense wins 
championships"
Women's basketball upends 
No. 13 ranked Hillsdale 80-59
Lakers improve to 5-1 in 
conference play
By Rich McGowan
GVL Assistant Editor
The message sent was loud 
and clear. The Grand Valley 
State women’s basketball team 
told the rest of the Great Lakes 
Conference and the region that 
they should be considered 
serious contenders.
The Lakers (11-4. 6-1
GLIAC) knocked off the No. 
13 ranked Hillsdale Chargers 
by a score of 80-59 last 
Saturday night at the 
Fieldhouse.
The Lakers scored the first 
four points of the game and 
never gave up the lead. With 
the score 22-20 with 9:43 
remaining in the half. GVSU 
went on a 16-7 run and went 
into the locker room with a 
18-27 lead
The Lakers never looked 
back. Eight points was as 
close as the Chargers (12-4. 3- 
4) would come the rest of the 
game as the Lakers held the 
GLIAC’s No. 3 offense (74.8 
points a game) to 41.2 percent 
shooting from the field.
The Lakers, on the other 
hand, shot 62.5 percent from 
the floor. Junior Niki Reams
led the game with 25 points, 
11 rebounds, three assists and 
two blocks. Sophomore Julia 
Braseth was good for 20 
points and seven rebounds and 
Erika Ryskamp added 17 
points.
The victory over Hillsdale 
came two days after the 
Lakers doubled up Wayne 
State 82-41. Three Rachael 
Willett lay-ups and six points 
from Ryskamp and Reams put 
the Lakers on a 14-6 run over 
five and a half minutes to 
break open the game 25-15 
with less than eight minutes 
remaining in the first half.
The Lakers went on another 
tear by outscoring the 
Warriors 16-6 over the last 
four and a half minutes giving 
them a 43-25 lead at halftime. 
(i\m scored 22 points off 
Warrior turnovers and shot 14- 
29 from the field in the half.
The second was more of the 
same as GVSU hit on 14-26 
from the field and every Laker 
in uniform saw action.
Ryskamp had a game-high 
20 points, five rebounds and 
three steals. Ryskamp also hit 
on 3-of-6 3-point attempts and 
was 7-9 from the free-throw 
line. Reams also had nine 
points. 12 rebounds, three 
assists and two steals.
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Came breaker: junior Niki Reams drives past Hillsdale's Lauren Fewins and led the Lakers with 25 points and 11 
rebounds in GVSU's win over the No. 13 ranked Chargers.
Hockey club regains 
hopes for national bid
By Jayson Bitssa
GVL Staff Writer
The hockey club of Grand 
Valley State University has 
jumped back into contention 
for a bid to the Division II 
National Tournament after its 
successful trip to Dayton. 
Ohio where it defeated the 
Dayton University Flyers in 
two consecutive games.
The double dose of wins for 
the Lakers expands their 
streak to five wins in their last 
six games.
"Everything’s obviously 
always better when you’re 
winning,’’ said head coach 
Jason Zimmerman. “Our 
confidence goes up with each 
win. We’re not blowing 
people away, but we’re 
winning the close ones, which 
is just as good.”
this weekend, the GVSU 
hockey club will take on 
Division l opponents Central 
Michigan University and 
Michigan State University, 
two teams to whom they 
suffered losses earlier in the 
season. With added 
momentum on the Lakers’ 
side, however, they may have 
a better chance of knocking 
off the Chippewa’s and the 
No. 3 ranked Spartans.
"Three months ago we 
probably would have had a 50 
percent chance of beating 
Central and a I0 percent 
chance of beating MSU." 
Zimmerman said. "Now l 
think we’re a favorite to beat 
Central and have a good
chance of beating Michigan 
State."
With a slow start to their 
season, the Lakers are looking 
to gain ground and finish 
within the top four of the 
Central Region of the 
American Collegiate Hockey 
Association, which would 
gain them a bid to the national 
tournament. The Lakers 
currently sit at 12th with 
Davenport. Oakland.
Michigan State and Michigan 
occupying the coveted top 
four spots.
Even though the Lakers are 
running in the middle of the 
pack in the ACHA. they are 
currently on top of the 
standings within the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Hockey 
Association with a conference 
record of 4-3. Their overall 
record is 9-13. Robert Morris 
College and the University of 
Illinois are in second place, 
both with two wins.
"With a win against former 
national champions. Oakland, 
we have hope again for a 
national bid." Zimmerman 
said. “We get to face top 
ranked Michigan State and 
Central Michigan; it doesn't 
get any bigger than that."
The preparation and 
anticipation for the important 
weekend all comes in the 
wake of adding a pair of 
victories during their time in 
Dayton. Ohio last Friday and 
Saturday nights. Prior to the 
wins, the Lakers had carried a 
lackluster record of 2-9 on the 
road for the season.
In the first of two games, the 
Lakers clamped their defense 
down against the Dayton 
Flyers in the final stretch of 
the game to squeak out a 4-3 
win.
The Lakers struck a 2-0 lead 
early in the game with goals 
from senior Mike Kadzban 
and sophomore Nate 
Beverwyk. Junior Rick 
Lehman scored another goal 
for the Lakers along with a 
pair of goals from Dayton 
which ended a highly 
offensive first period with a 
score of 3-2.
Dayton tied the game up in 
the second period, but 
freshman Adam Zobl gave the 
Lakers the final 4-3 lead with 
10 minutes to go in the final 
period. Chris Moore played 
goal for the Lakers the entire 
game. Moore had 34 saves on 
37 shots
"I thought we had excellent 
goaltending by Chris Moore," 
Zimmerman said. "He made 
some key saves down the 
stretch."
Kadzban and Zobl went on 
to score their second goals of 
the weekend as well as two 
goals from Jeff Stempin and 
Mike Marquardt to power the 
Lakers over the Flyers in the 
second game by a score of 5- 
3.
The Lakers will host Central 
Michigan (Friday) and 
Michigan State (Saturday) at 
Georgetown Ice Arena this 
weekend.
BASKETBALL
continued from page B1
fall to less then 24 in the 
second half and cruised to a 
109-54 victory. It was the first 
game the Lakers eclipsed the 
l()()-point mark since Jan. 13. 
2003.
Wesley said despite the 
Tigers not having the talent 
the Lakers are accustomed to 
playing against, he stressed 
the importance of the Lakers 
playing hard just the same.
"We did talk about the 
consistency of our effort in 
our performance regardless of 
who we play.” Wesley said. 
"We don’t want to have a lot 
of ups and downs this time of 
year. We want our intensity at 
a high level and that’s what 
it’s going to take to be 
successful in our league."
Junior guard Jerry Wallace
led the team by hitting six 3- 
pointers for a career-high 18 
points. As a team. GVSU hit 
14 from behind the arch, 
second most in school history. 
The Lakers also dished out 31 
assists. 14 steals and 12 
blocks. Four of those blocks 
came from Eziukwu who also 
broke the GVSU record for 
blocks in a season. In just 16 
games Eziukwu’s 71 blocks 
have passed the previous 
record of 68.
Jamerson scored 12 points 
while Eziukwu also added 11 
points. Marcus Wallace (10 
points, two blocks), Courtney 
James (10 points, seven 
assists) and Brian Arnold (10 
points, five assists, four 
steals) also played major roles 
in the Laker victory.
The Lakers return to action 
Thursday at Mercyhurst and at 
Gannon Saturday.
TRACK
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freshman Gerron Lucius and 
junior Joe LeFevre took first 
and second with times of 7.85 
and 7.93.
The Laker relay teams came 
in first and second. The ‘A’ 
team won with a time of 
3:24.46 and the ‘B’ team came 
in at 3:31.01.
In the shot put sophomores 
John Ybarra and Nick Natale 
finished first and second. 
Ybarra’s throw of 54-09.25 
beat out Natale’s 53-03.75. 
Natale also came in third in 
the weight throw with a toss of 
57-03.75.
"Nick Natale had a great 
meet by qualifying in both the 
shot put and the weight 
throw,” Baltes said. "John 
Ybarra, who finished fourth in
the nation last year as a 
redshirt freshman, improved 
on his national rank in the shot 
put.”
Baltes said the meet gave 
the Lakers an opportunity to 
see where they are as a team 
and where they needed to 
concentrate their efforts to 
improve.
This weekend the Lakers 
will host the Mike Lints Laker 
Challenge and will also send 
20 members from each team to 
the University of Michigan for 
the U of M Invite.
“Each week the meet and the 
competition steps up a little 
bit,” Baltes said. "This 
weekend we will travel to U of 
M on Saturday with some of 
our top athletes to compete 
against some of the best 
competition in the Midwest.”
DRILY HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM
www.montesgr.com
DRIIIK SPECIALS [ L|UEmus|c 
Tuesdays
$3.00 Stoli's all night 
$4.00 Stoli Red Bulls
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Student wins screenplay competition
CVL / Sara /. Cross
Scribe: Senior film video major Andy Graham wrote the script "The Gospel 
According to Roy" that won nim top honors in a GVSU script writing
Graham’s script will 
become GVSU’s 
summer film
By Fokkkst Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
When senior film and video 
major Andy Graham graduates 
in April, he’ll have an 
impressive award to put on his 
resume.
This year. Graham won the 
11th Annual International 
Short Screenplay Competition 
at Grand Valley, making him 
the first enrolled student to 
win the prize. The prize is 
$300, and his script "The 
Gospel According to Roy” 
will go on to be made into a 
short film during GVSU’s 
Summer Film Festival. Each 
summer, a 12-week program 
joins students, faculty and 
industry professionals in 
producing a short film.
"It’s a comedy about a guy 
who’s raised as the second son 
of God,’’ Graham said. "He’s
from a small town, and the 
story starts when he goes to 
the city to try and win over the 
masses.”
Graham said he thought of 
the idea while sitting in 
church.
"1 just thought that if this 
guy showed up and claimed to 
be the second son of God, who 
would believe 
him?” he said.
"1 knew that if 1 
kept it light, it 
could be
something (hat 
was entertaining 
and fun, but also 
keep people
guessing. Is he 
or isn’t he?”’
Graham said 
he was surprised 
to hear he had 
won the
competition.
John Philbin,
associate professor and 
director of the summer film 
program, said the script stood 
out to him because of its
ANDY GRAHAM
“I just thought that 
if this guy showed 
up and claimed to he 
the second son of 
God, who would 
believe him?”
-GVSU SENIOR
different approach to 
storytelling.
"|It has a| clever story, good 
characters and a genuinely 
surprising ending,” he said. "I 
also like that it’s a ‘comedy- 
drama’ rather than straight 
drama, and we haven’t done 
something humorous for a few 
years in the summer film 
project.”
Philbin said 
the screenplay 
is the
foundation for 
all aspects of 
the production 
of the film, and 
the international 
aspect of the 
competition 
raises GVSU’s 
profile to
screenwriters 
around the 
world.
“Good films 
start with good scripts,” he 
said. “Also, once we form a 
liaison with a writer by 
making their script into a film.
it begins an ongoing 
relationship between us and 
them that’s mutually
beneficial for years to come.”
Past winners of the
competition span the United 
States and Canada, with one 
GVSU alum. ( Inis Randall, 
winning in 2001. Scripts were 
submitted this year came from 
California. Michigan,
Missouri, Pennsylvania, New 
York. Indiana. Florida,
Illinois, Texas, Kentucky and 
Georgia, as well as Canada, 
Spain and Trinidad.
Graham worked as script 
supervisor on last year’s 
summer film, "A Moment of 
Grace.”
"1 really got this amazing 
sense of how things worked, 
on a much bigger scale,” he 
said. "I can’t recommend it 
highly enough for anyone in 
the program.”
After graduating, Graham 
plans to keep writing and 
possibly work as script 
supervisor on other projects.
Keister collection on display
Reception tonight, 
gallery exhibiting 
prints all month
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
In his 15 years as Master 
Printer at both Echo Press and 
Landfall Press, David Keister 
gathered 200 original prints. 
Now, a collection of those 
prints will be on display at the 
Grand Valley Art Gallery in 
the Performing Arts Center 
through the end of January.
Most of the prints are 
lithographs that were made 
from the 1970s to the late 
1990s, Exhibit 
Designer Paris 
Tennenhouse 
said. This is the 
first series of a 
collection of 
prints to be given 
to the university 
as a gift from 
Ann and David 
Keister, who are 
both GVSU 
faculty members.
"By tradition, 
the Master 
Printer gets the 
first print, so that’s why his 
collection is so vast," 
Tennenhouse said. “These are 
all established artists, many 
internationally recognized.”
The Master Printer supplies 
the artist with technical 
expertise to create an original 
print. Unlike the subsequent 
prints, an original print is 
designed completely by the 
artist’s own hand rather than a 
machine. Then, the original 
print is reproduced. Keister 
said at Echo Press the average 
number of prints in an edition 
was 25-35. Then the printing 
elements are destroyed.
“I have memories of every 
print I’ve produced, but in the 
exhibition, there are two that 
hold special meaning for me," 
he said. “As a professional 
printer, every edition you print
bears a blind embossment 
called a ‘chop mark.’ This 
mark appears in the bottom 
corner of the print and is a 
subtle way for the printer to 
get credit. ‘The Lost Planet' by 
H.C. Westermann is the first I 
printed as a professional that 
has my chop mark."
The second print with special 
meaning to Keister is “Store 
Window * Hat. Bow Tie, 
Heart, 29 cents.” by Claes 
Oldenburg.
“Oldenburg was wonderful 
to work with and I wanted to 
be sure he was pleased with 
the results," he said. “The 
washes are particularly
demanding, technically, and 
the ones in this 
print are
premium 
examples of the 
craft. This is 
really
something only 
another printer 
can appreciate 
but 1 still have a 
sense of pride 
about this
print.”
Keister said 
he and his wife. 
Ann. wanted to 
make sure their 
collection had a good home 
since they have no children.
“By gifting our collection to 
GVSU we are assured that the 
prints will be cared for and 
preserved for future 
generations to learn from and 
enjoy,” he said.
There will be a reception 
today from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in 
the art gallery, with artist
Steven Sorman present. 
Keister will also be working 
with Sorman in the print shop 
at Calder Art Center all week.
“We will be working with the 
students and producing a 
limited-edition, original print 
that week,” he said. “1 can’t 
promise that something will be 
going on all the time, but 
anyone is welcome to drop by 
and see what’s happening."
PARIS
TENNENHOUSE
“These are all 
established artists, 
many internationally 
recognized."
-EXHIBIT DESIGNER
GVL Will Harrah
’ now: The Keister prints will be on display all month at the Grand Valley Art Gallery. The prints are a gift from David Keister, who worked as Master 
(ho and Landfall Presses.
"In Good Company'
(npy right Universal Phture'.
In theatres: 50-something Dan foreman (Dennis Quaid) meets his new 2f>-year-old boss (Topher Grace) in the new 
movie 'In Good Company."
By Jenna Noseda
GVL Staff Writer
“In Good Company,” a film 
all about the good and the bad 
of dealing w ith changes in 
life, knocks this one out of 
the ballpark, featuring a cast 
with such an amazing 
dynamic that the need for a 
solid plot is almost irrelevant, 
even though it more than 
holds its own in that respect.
Imagine having spent the 
better part of 20 years of your 
life working your way up the 
corporate ladder only to be 
replaced by some snot-nosed, 
26-year-old kid after a 
corporate take over. That is 
exactly the problem Sports 
America Magazine ads head 
honcho Dan Foreman (played 
by Dennis Quaid) has to face 
after the publication is 
purchased by business 
magnate Teddy K. Enter 
Carter Duryea (played by 
That 70’s Show star Topher 
Grace), young, ambitious, 
‘psyched’ to be given such an 
amazing opportunity. But 
what Dan has in experience, 
as well as family bonds.
Carter definitely lacks.
While the young exec seems
to remain well-meaning, even 
through numerous job 
cutbacks meant to meet 
Sports America’s high bottom 
line, he realizes how 
desperately he looks up to the 
man whose position he so 
quickly took away. Carter 
sees in Dan everything he 
hopes for in life; success, an 
amazing family, solid 
friendships and a true belief 
in what he is doing for a 
living. Although he is 
technically Dan’s superior. 
Carter, fresh out of a divorce 
and unbearably lonely, finds 
himself wishing for 
everything he sees in Dan.
Oddly enough. Carter ends 
up falling for Dan’s daughter. 
NYU transfer student. Alex 
(played by Scarlett 
Johansson), and as expected, 
serious problems arise. What 
follows is a strange sort of 
almost father-son-like 
bonding between Dan and 
Carter, where both characters 
face change after change in 
their lives, and come to 
realize more about themselves 
through all the time spent 
with each other.
“In Good Company" is 
strangely satisfying on many 
levels. The tugging of the
heartstrings is oddly 
refreshing throughout the 
various parenting scenes that 
rake place, whether they are 
between Dan and his daughter 
or those between Dan and his 
boss, practically-half his-age 
Carter. The witty and 
occasionally biting humor 
frequently confronts the 
viewer, but in just a way so as 
not to be overly obtrusive.
The continuous humor in such 
a serious-themed movie as 
this is entirely welcome and. 
surprise, surprise, actually 
very funny.
As a college student, movie 
is amazingly easy to relate to. 
Dan Foreman so easily 
becomes that typical father, 
struggling with seeing his 
eldest daughter off to college, 
watching her face many new 
things in life, along with 
dealing with tons of baggage 
of his own. Seeing this film 
really makes you appreciate 
what sacrifices many parents 
are willing to make to see 
their children happy. There 
goes that heartstring-yanking 
again.
Quaid and Grace 
demonstrate what every 
starring duo should strive for. 
This pair of actors exudes on­
screen chemistry, making the 
flick even more enticing. 
Carter is obviously so 
desperate for a father figure, 
someone that he can manage 
to make proud, while Dan. 
although obviously thankful 
for his daughters, had always 
hoped for a son. Dennis 
Quaid seriously proves his 
talent, and it is hard to doubt 
that although he hasn’t had
much under his belt thus far. 
that Topher Grace has 
cemented his place in the big 
screen world for quite awhile 
to come.
The film may not take the 
path that one would expect, 
but for once it seems almost 
better that it makes an 
unexpected turn. Overall, it 
seems that director Paul Weitz 
hit the nail on the head.
Whether "In Good Company” 
will be of the top few movies 
of the year remains to be 
seen, but it still has the 
potential to become one of 
those films that reaches past 
some unseen generation gap, 
something people can relate 
to. no matter what age you 
are.
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Sculpture exhibit portrays 
‘The Imaginary Landscape’
Frederick Meijer Gardens 
will exhibit “Henry Moore: 
The Imaginary Landscape.” 
Moore is regarded as an 
influential 20th century 
sculptor, whose sculptures 
focus on nature and abstracted 
landscapes. The exhibit is 
open from 9 a m. to 5 p.m. 
from Jan. 21 to May 8. 
Admission is $10, or $8 with a 
student ID.
‘Learn at Lunch’ program at 
Grand Rapids Art Museum
The Grand Rapids Art 
Museum will feature ‘Learn at 
Lunch: An Introduction to Art’ 
with Kirsten Strom, Ph D., 
assistant professor of art 
history at GVSU. Strom will 
discuss the topic “They’re Just 
Messing With Your Mind: 
Surrealism in the 20th 
Century.” The lunch will take 
place today from 11:45 a m. to 
12:45 p.m. at the museum. 
Admission is $8 for members 
and $12 for non-members.
MUSIC
Grand Rapids Symphony to 
accompany Chaplin
Charlie Chaplin’s silent film 
“The Circus” will be 
accompanied by a live 
performance of the Grand 
Rapids Symphony as part of 
the DeVos Performance Hall's 
Pops Series. The symphony, 
conducted by Wege 
Foundation Chair John 
Varineau, will play the original 
movie score, which was 
written by Chaplin himself. 
“The Circus” will be 
performed Jan. 21 and 22 at 8 
p.m., and Jan. 23 at 3 p.m. at 
the DeVos Performance Hall. 
Ticket prices vary depending 
on times and seating and are 
available through 
Ticketmaster.
Friday night music and art
‘Friday Night at GRAM!’ 
features live music and art at 
the Grand Rapids Art 
Museum. This week, events 
include a piano bar w ith Mark 
Moran, an “Art Smart Gallery 
Talk.” a pastel sketching class 
taught by Kathy Kalinowski 
and the featured musician 
Roberta Bradley. The event 
goes from 5 to 8 p.m. with art 
awards at 7:15. Admission is 
$3. free to members.
STAGE
GVSU holds auditions for 
‘Big Love’
Auditions for “Big Love,” 
the final play of the GVSU 
theater program's 2(X)4-2(X)5 
season, will be held on Friday 
Jan. 28 from 3-5 p.m. and 7-9 
p.m. in PAC 1506, with 
callbacks on Jan. 29 at 2 p.m. 
The script is on reserve and e- 
reserve at the Zumberge 
library and descriptions of the 
characters can be found on 
Blackboard's Theater 
Announcement Board. 
Auditions will consist of cold 
readings and movement work, 
so auditioncrs are encouraged 
to wear comfortable clothing. 
Nine to 11 major roles will be 
cast, with up to 50 bride and 
groom characters also being 
cast.
“Big Love” is a tragicomedy 
by Charles Mee that adapts the 
Greek tragedy “The Suppliant 
Women.” telling a tale of 50 
women who rebel against their 
arranged marriages. The play 
begins rehearsals on Feb. 15 
and opens on April I. E-mail 
the director. Professor Karen 
Libman, at libmankCn gvsu.edu 
or call (616) 331-3510 with 
questions.
‘RENT’ playing in Detroit
The popular musical 
“RENT” will show at the 
Masonic Temple Theater in 
Detroit from Jan. 21-26. Based 
on the opera "La Boheme.” 
the Tony Award and Pulitzer 
Prize-winning “RENT” tells 
the story of struggling young 
artists in New York. Showings 
are Friday and Saturday at 8 
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 
matinees at 2 p.m., Sunday 
evening at 7 p.m., and 
Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 
p.m. with a Wednesday 
matinee at noon. Tickets are 
available through 
Ticketmaster. RUSH tickets 
are available for $20 two 
hours pnor to each 
performance. RUSH tickets 
are only available at the 
Masonic Temple Box Office.
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Arts at Noon features An tares
GVSU’s Arts at Noon 
series kicks off Ian. 25 
with a full quartet in 
Cook DeWitt
By Jenna Noseda
GVL Staff Writer
Modern dance, classical 
guitar and a Japanese bamboo 
orchestra are just some of the 
diverse performances featured 
in this semester’s Arts at Noon 
program.
Arts at Noon is a series that 
features a wide variety of 
musicians performing at 
Grand Valley State University. 
This year, music professor 
Pablo Mahave-Veglia is 
coordinating the program.
“I am proud of this series 
and the eclectic mix of 
performers that we are able to 
bring to GVSU,” Mahave- 
Veglia said.
This semester’s first concert 
takes place at the Cook- 
DeWitt center on Tuesday. 
Jan. 25 at noon. The Arts at 
Noon series will feature an 
ensemble of musicians who 
have received national 
recognition for their 
captivating performances as a 
full quartet as well as in trio 
and duet formation. The 
group. Antares (named for a 
star in the constellation 
Scorpio), features Vessel in 
Gellev on the violin. Rebecca 
Patterson on cello, Garrick 
Zoeter on clarinet and Eric 
Huebner on the piano.
Antares has garnered praises 
throughout the country since 
its inception in 1996. It won 
the Concert Artists Guild 
International Competition in 
2002 and has played at high- 
profile arenas such as the 
Kennedy Center.
Antares has also released its 
first album. “Eclipse.”
This Antares performance at 
GVSU will differ from the 
group's other performances, as 
the quartet will perform only a 
single arrangement. "Quatuor 
Pour la Fin du Temps” or 
“Quartet for the End of Time.”
Copyright Steve /. Sherman
Putting on a show: The musical quartet Antares will perform at the Cook-DeWitt center Tuesday. The award-winning group has been performing together since 
199b.
“This is historically a very 
significant work,” Mahave- 
Veglia said. She has also 
performed this piece many 
times.
“Quartet for the End of 
Time" was composed by 
Olivier Messiaen in 1941. 
Messiaen wrote it during his 
internment at a prison camp 
after being captured early on 
in World War II.
“The first performance was
with raggedy instruments in 
the prison camp,” Mahave- 
Veglia said.
The piece lived on after its 
premiere performance through 
the prisoners of war. “(Antares 
is| one Of the few established 
groups inspired by this work,” 
Mahave-Veglia said.
The arrangement was 
inspired by a Biblical 
quotation from Revelations, or 
Apocalypse. The piece is
composed of eight different 
movements, each musically
and rhythmically recreating 
Messiaen’s interpretation of a 
Biblical quote from
Revelations 10:1-7, which 
describes the coming of an 
angel from heaven, thus 
ending time on Earth.
Mahave-Veglia described the 
piece as “eerie, weird,
touching, intricate and
everything in between,” and
said he expects the 
performance by Antares to be 
moving.
The award-winning
musicians of Antares are also 
dedicated to providing 
musical education. They are 
currently artists-in-residence 
at Columbia University and 
Wesleyan University in New 
England.
The Antares performance is 
free and open to the public.
Outrageous Poses
GVL I Andrew Nyare
A face only a mother could love: "Tiny" Glover strikes a humorous position for a joke. 
The comedian entertained the GVSU student audience during his act on Saturday.
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By Dave Muller
GVL Staff Writer
Adam Trahan, a recent 
graduate of Grand Valley State 
University, said he believes 
there are two things about 
GVSU that its students dislike 
— parking shortages and a 
lack of things to do in West 
Michigan. So when Trahan 
and other students in a team 
building class were assigned a 
group project to help the 
community last semester, they 
decided to focus on one of 
these problems the GVSU 
community faces.
Since Trahan and his group 
believed the parking situation 
was slowly getting better with 
the recent installment of the 
parking ramp downtown, they 
set their sights on exposing 
GVSU students to everything 
West Michigan had to offer for 
entertainment.
“One thing we found Grand 
Valley students were lacking 
was night life entertainment.” 
Trahan said of the project. “So 
we put together a source of 
night life. There’s a lot to do 
in Grand Rapids. You just 
need to know what there is to 
do and where there is to do it.”
Trahan and his group 
decided the World Wide Web 
would be an ideal tool for 
spreading awareness of what 
there is to do in West 
Michigan. Their Web page is 
called “GR Nights” and is 
currently located at 
http://www.grnights.com. 
“(The Web site] started off 
with just a small scale page 
with about 100 types of places 
around town — movie 
theaters, skating rinks, bars 
and dance clubs — with basic 
description of each place.” 
Trahan said.
Unbeknownst to him, this 
would soon turn into a job 
opportunity for the GVSU 
marketing and sales major.
Shortly after he and his 
group posted fliers downtown 
for their Web site, Trahan was 
contacted by D.J. Davis, a 
local entrepreneur who had a 
Grand Rapids activity Web 
site of his own. for a job.
Davis’ Web site, 
http://www.localthis.com, is 
“ten times the magnitude” of 
Trahan’s group’s Web site and 
gets tens of thousands of visits 
by Web surfers each month. 
Trahan said.
Trahan recently accepted a
sales position for
localthis.com, and he believes 
the Web site shows a lot of 
potential.
“If every city had something 
like localthis.com, especially 
smaller markets, I think it'd be 
huge,” Trahan said.
The localthis.com Web site 
features information about 
local bars, music, shopping, 
movies, theater, food, sports 
and recreation. Clicking on 
the “bars” link on the Web 
site, for example, displays a 
large list of bars, grouped by 
category: “Bars with Keno,” 
“Bars with Billiards,” “Bars 
that Brew,” “Gentlemen’s 
Clubs” and “Martini Bars” are 
just a few listed. The Web site 
also has a list of monthly 
events in the Grand Rapids 
area and even a “worst tattoo 
contest” sponsored by radio 
station WKLQ.
And that merely scratches 
the surface of the Web page.
“Anyone that looks at the 
pages is just dumfounded that 
something like this exists and 
they didn’t know about it,” 
Trahan said. “If you’re 
looking for something to do on 
a Sunday night, you can find 
plenty of things to do on this
Web site.”
Trahan is originally from the 
Detroit area and said he was 
disappointed w ith some of the 
attitudes he encountered 
regarding the West Michigan
community when he began his 
education at GVSU.
“Coming to Grand Rapids 
and hearing everyone down on 
the community, it just kind of 
sucks, and you want to have
something to do,” Trahan said.
Trahan said he hopes 
localthis.com will help 
remedy any kind of boredom 
GVSU students may be 
experiencing.
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Finding fun: localthis.com is one of many sites currently accessible for helping to find fun things to do in Grand Rapids 
and the surrounding communities.
Public Museum showcases classics in film series
By Marty Slagter
GVL Staff Writer
The Public Museum of Grand 
Rapids will showcase some of 
the most groundbreaking and 
famous films in American 
cinema at the “Winter 2005 
Classic American Film Series.”
The film series w ill show seven 
different films, one every Friday, 
beginning Jan. 21 at 7 p.m. with 
“Mr. Deeds Goes to Town.” The 
films will show at the Meijer 
Theater in the Van Andel 
Museum.
The film series showcases 
famous films from the 1930s to 
the 1960s. including “The 
Greatest Show on Earth.” "Rebel 
Without a Cause” and “Cat 
Ballou.”
“The main idea behind the film 
series is that films are one of the
largest portions of modern 
culture," Van Andel Museum 
Public Relations Director Pete 
Daly said. “They help us to better 
understand our culture.”
Grand Valley State University 
professor, film scholar and 
documentary filmmaker. Toni 
Perrine agreed, saying the film 
series gives contemporary 
viewers a history of film and 
culture in America.
“Film was the most important 
medium of cultural 
entertainment up to the point of 
the television,” Perrine said. "It 
gives us a greater sense of 
appreciation for our culture.”
Daly said the film series is also 
a good opportunity for people to 
see a movie that would otherwise 
be impossible to see in a theater 
setting.
“It’s just a great opportunity for
everyone to experience a famous 
old movie in the theater setting,” 
Daly said. “You’re never going 
to be able to go to a normal 
movie theater to see classic films 
like these anymore.”
Perrine said while films have 
completely changed stylistically 
from those made in the past, the 
essence of filmmaking remains 
the same.
Daly agreed, saying the ways 
films are made today are 
completely different, but the 
issues and ideas about culture are 
quite similar.
“Take James Dean for example 
in ‘Rebel Without a Cause.’” 
Daly said. “The ideas of teenage 
frustration and loneliness are just 
as relevant in films today as they 
were then.
“There are many references to 
films like the ones being shown
at the festival in the ones that are 
being made today.”
Daly said he hopes the film 
series will serve as a bridge for 
people from all generations for 
learning about and discussing 
American culture and film.
“It would be really neat to have 
people of different ages go to 
these films together as a way of 
discussing great American films 
and our culture.” Daly said. 
“Some people are going to learn 
about American culture, and 
others are just going to have a 
great time.”
Perrine agreed and said many 
of her students w ho watch classic 
films for the first time enjoy 
them and are impressed at how 
the ideas they express hold up to 
today’s standards.
Each year, the film series 
showcases a new set of classic
films important to American 
cinema. In the past, the series has 
chosen themes for classic cinema 
such as classic musical, horror 
and detective films. This year's 
selections, however, are a 
general collection of classic 
American films.
All show times are scheduled 
for 7 p.m. Tickets for the films 
are $5 and $4 for members of the 
museum. Tickets to any of the 
Classic Film Series features are 
often available when the doors 
open at 6:30 p.m. Advanced 
purchase of tickets, however, is 
recommended.
For additional information on 
the “Winter 2005 Classic 
American Film Series.” visit the 
Public Museum of Grand 
Rapids’ Web site at 
http://www.gnnuseum.org.
iVifieech i7oei iol&um
Photo courtesy of the Grand Rapid 
Public Museun
Classics: "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" 
is one of the classic films that will 
be screened as part of the series.
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Lantoons
Sthhuge but True
HARLOW. N.D. - Jean and 
Bernard Meyer have a 
celebrity on their Benson 
County farm. He doesn't have 
a name, but he's a 
heavyweight.
The Meyers’ hog weighs 
1,300 pounds and measures 7 
feet and 8 inches long.
Bernard Meyer, who has 
raised hogs for more than 50 
years, said the 2-year-old 
Yorkshire-Hampshire-Duroc 
cross weighed 200 pounds 
when purchased in Minnesota 
nearly two years ago.
“He usually gets corn in his 
rations,” Meyer said. “He 
doesn’t get a lot of feed. He 
just happened to be a fast 
grower. 1 tell my friends he 
just grew up.”
Meyer said he did not know 
whether the pig might grow 
even heavier.
Hogs have been known to 
weigh 1,300 pounds, experts 
say, but market weight is 
usually a lot less.
“I thought that if I can get 
him to 1,500 pounds, I can 
take him to the State Fair,” 
Meyer said. “We weighed him 
last summer and he was 1,200 
pounds. By fall, he weighed 
1,300 pounds.”
SEATTLE (AP) - An art 
lover left his hometown about 
$1 million to buy a new 
fountain, but with a 
stipulation.
The late Stu Smailes made 
clear the work must include
the figure of at least one life- 
size naked man.
Smailes, a retired computer 
analyst, died in 2002 at the age 
of 69. He was an only child, 
with no immediate family. His 
attorney, Tim Bradbury, said 
Smailes was a great fan of the 
arts.
“He was a very funny man,” 
Bradbury said, with a "very 
strong sense of humor.”
According to court 
documents, the fountain 
bequest is to include one or 
more unclothed, life-size male 
figure(s) designed in the 
classical style, i.e.: realistic,” 
said Karen Bystrom at the 
City's Office of Arts and 
Cultural Affairs.
Bystrom said somebody in 
her office has suggested the 
naked-man fountain be part of 
the Seattle Art Museum's new 
Olympic Sculpture Park, now 
a work in progress at the north 
end of the downtown 
waterfront.
The agreement is still being 
negotiated.
CLEARFIELD, Pa. (AP) - 
Kate Stelnick may weigh only 
100 pounds, but her appetite is 
remarkable.
The college student from 
Princeton, N.J., is the first to 
meet a restaurant's challenge 
by downing its six-pound 
hamburger _ and five pounds 
of fixins’ _ within three hours.
Stelnick didn’t eat for two 
days to prepare for the
challenge. "I felt very full, but 
I was too excited that I 
actually ate it to notice,” 
Stelnick said.
Stelnick, 19, made the five- 
hour drive to Denny's Beer 
Barrel Pub with two friends 
from The College of New 
Jersey on Wednesday, after 
they saw pictures of the 
monster burger, dubbed the Ye 
Old 96er.
Denny Leigey Jr., the owner 
of the bar 35 miles northwest 
of State College, had offered a 
two-pound burger for years 
and conceived of the six- 
pounder after his daughter 
went to college and phoned 
him about a bar that sold a 
four-pounder.
But nobody had finished the 
big burger in the three-hour 
time limit since it was 
introduced on Super Bowl 
Sunday 1998. In addition to 
the meat, contestants much eat 
one large onion, two whole 
tomatoes, one half head of 
lettuce, 1 1/4 pounds of
cheese, two buns, and a cup 
each of mayonnaise, ketchup, 
mustard, relish, banana 
peppers and some pickles.
Stelnick did it all in two 
hours, 54 minutes.
Leigey said he was pretty 
sure somebody would meet his 
burger challenge, though he 
didn’t have a petite woman in 
mind.
"I wouldn’t have made it if I 
didn't think it was possible,” 
Leigey said.
BAINBRIDGE, Ga. (AP) - 
A man allegedly on the run 
from Florida authorities since 
September was found this 
week curled up inside a 
television.
After receiving a tip that 
Alfred Blane, 45, of Ponce de 
Leon, Fla., might be in 
Decatur County, police went 
Friday to a mobile home near 
Bainbridge College, where a 
woman told police he was 
hiding under a mattress inside.
Lending the department's 
police dog, officers went 
inside. They searched the 
house thoroughly, even 
checking a freezer and 
washing machine, said Lt. Tim 
Watkins of the Thomas County 
Sheriffs Department.
Meanwhile, the dog kept 
poking around a television, an 
older floor model, Watkins 
said. When officers unscrewed 
the back of the television, they 
found a balled-up Blane 
inside, Watkins said, adding 
that Blane is between 5-foot- 
10 and 6-feet tall.
Blane escaped in handcuffs 
from two sheriffs deputies in 
September as they tried to 
place him in the back of a 
police car, said Capt. Stan 
Sunday of the Walton County 
Sheriff’s Office in Florida.
Blane faces numerous 
charges, including burglary, 
possession of
methamphetamine. battery on 
a law enforcement officer and 
escape.
By Chris Richcreek
1. Who holds the Philadelphia 
Phillies record for most 
consecutive games with a hit?
2. How many times has Greg 
Maddux struck out 200-plus 
batters in a season?
3. When was the last time the 
New York Jets had a losing 
record for a season before their 
6-10 mark in 2003?
On the tip of 
your tongue: 
Trivia test
By Fifi Rodriguez
1. TELEVISION: On TV's 
"M*A*S*H," what was Radar 
O'Reilly's job?
2. ENTERTAINERS: What 
was the first name of the 
actor/father of Lynn and 
Vanessa Redgrave?
3. SCIENCE: To what do 
Kirchhoffs Laws apply?
4. GEOGRAPHY: Vilnius is 
the capital of what country?
5. LITERATURE: Who wrote 
the classic "Little House on the 
Prairie"?
6. MUSIC: The composer 
Tchaikovsky died and 
songwriter Cole Porter was 
born in what year?
7. HISTORY: Who was elected 
governor of Louisiana in 
1928?
8. MOVIES: Who directed the 
1951 movie "Strangers on a 
Train"?
9. ANIMAL KINGDOM: 
What do you call a group of 
hens?
10. MONEY: What is the basic 
monetary unit in Egypt?
Answers
1. Company clerk
2. Michael
3. Electrical circuits
4. Lithuania
5. Laura Ingalls Wilder
6. 1893
7. Huey Long
8. Alfred Hitchcock
9. A brood
10. Piaster
(c) 2005 King Features Synd.. 
Inc.
SPORTS QUIZ
4. Name the team that in 1980 
beat No. 1-ranked DePaul in 
the Blue Demons' first game in 
the men's basketball NCAA 
Tournament.
5. Patrick Roy is the only NHL 
player to win the Conn Smythe 
Trophy (playoff MVP) three 
times. Who are the four 
players to have won it twice?
6. In what year was Mark 
Martin's first NASCAR Cup 
race?
7. Who won the gold medal in 
women's tennis in the 1996 
Olympics?
Answers:
1. Chuck Klein hit safely in 26 
games in 1930.
2. Once, in 1998 (204 
strikeouts).
3. In 1996, the Jets went 1-15.
4. UCLA, which went to the 
final before losing to
Louisville.
5. Wayne Gretzky, Mario 
Lemieux, Bobby Orr and 
Bernie Parent.
6. It was 1981 in North 
Wilkesboro, N.C.
7. Lindsay Davenport.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
King Crossword
ACROSS
I African slither- 
er
4 Charlotte’s 
handiwork 
7 Festive
II Bellow
13 Timetable 
abbr.
14 Lambs’ dams
15 Gift-bearing 
trio
16 Addressee
17 Automaker 
Ransom Eli -
18 Mote 
20 Cicatrix 
22 Stashed 
24 O’Neill or
Ionesco 
28 Resort area 
near Florida
32 Annette’s 
“American 
Beauty” co- 
star
33 Winglike
34 Long March 
leader
36 “How - be 
sure?"
37 Nations
39 Reacted to a 
pun
41 Scatter about
43 Prohibit
44 Navigation 
hazard
46 “Time 
50 Metro area 
53 Apprehend
55 Desire
56 Sandwich
1 2 3 I■
11
15 I
18
28 29 30
33
37
41
50 51 52 □
56 J
59 J
treat
57 Sgt., for one
58 Pianist Peter
59 Sport
60 Evergreen
61 Pie ingredi­
ent?
DOWN
Weaponry 
Daytime 
drama 
Senate 
employee 
Method 
Cupid’s coun­
terpart
See 42-Down 
Controversial 
comedian
6 Puncturing 31 
tool 35
9 Showed the 38
way 40
10 Ninny 42
12 Controversial
comedian
19 Kipling hero 45
21 Diving bird 47
23 TVA structure 48
25 Rock guitarist
Dando 49
26 Cardinals or 50
Blue Jays 51
27 Oklahoma city 52
28 Hairless
29 Jai - • 54
30 A
Katzenjammer
kid
Droop 
Scepter toppei 
Witness 
Lummox 
With 6-Down, 
controversial 
comedian 
Confront 
Detail
House-paint
shade
Not barefoot 
Intimidate 
Anger 
Caddy con­
tents
Acknowledge
applause
© 2005 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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What's on tap: Events Calendar Moments in time
ThurMLty, January 20
• 4:00 PM to 4:30 PM 
Campus Leadership Week-Student 
Senate Showcase at KM 204 
Kirkhof .
• 4:30 PM — Campus 
Leadership Week-Student Senate 
General Assembly Meeting at RM 
204 Kirkhof
• 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Campus leadership Week-Asian 
Springiest at R\1 250 Kirkhof
Liida). January 21
• 6:30 AM to 9:00 PM - 
Intramural Rucquetbull singles at 
FH Recreation Center
• 11:00 AM to 9:(X) PM - 
Campus Leadership Week-Student 
Organization Center Open House 
RM (X)8 SOC
• 5:(X) PM - GVSU Track & 
Field Hosts Mike Lints leaker 
Challenge at FH Main Arena
• l():(X) PM to 2:00 AM - 
Campus Leadership Week-Student 
Organization Showcase at Kirkhof
Saturday, January 22
• 8:(X) PM to 12:00 AM - Las 
Vegas Night at Kirkhof Center
• 12:(X) PM — Intramural 
Billiards Tournament at Kirkhof 
TV Lounge
• 5:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
• 10:(X) PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
Residence
Inn
Harriott
3451 Rivertown Point Court, SW 
Grandville, Ml 49418 
Telephone: (616)538.1100 
Toll Free: 800 331. 3131
www.mamott.coin/GRRRW
(Approximately 10 miles from the GVSU campus)
GVSU Preferred Rates - Ask for special
DISCOUNTS WHEN MAKING RESERVATIONS
24-Hour Marriott legendary Quality Sarvlca 
All Suita Hotel with full kitchen* In every room 
Complimentary hot breakfast buffet 7 day* a week 
Complimentary dinner served Monday through Thursday 
Outdoor heated pool, spa and sports court 
Exercise facility available 24-hours a day 
Free High Speed Internet Access 
On-Site guest laundry facility 
Complimentary grocery shopping service 
The Market — 24 Hour pantry access 
Marriott Rewards program 
Pets are welcome — ask for details
Muaday. January 2A
• 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM - 
Study Smaller, Not Harder at 204 
STU
• 1:30 PM to 2:30 PM -- Bonds 
that Hold: Germany and America 
in an Age of Turbulence at Kirkhof 
RM 204
• 5:00 PM — Excellence In 
Leadership: Developing New 
Leaders at Kirkhof SOC
• 5:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE FLICK: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
Idttriay, January 25
• 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM 
Blood Dnve-Allendale at Kirkhof 
RM 204
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM - Arts 
at Nixm Series. Antares. At Cook 
Dewitt Center
• 5:(X) PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
• 7:00 PM-9:(X) PM - Rogers 
High School FAFSA Night at 
Rogers High School
• 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Wyoming Lee High School 
FAFSA Night at Wyoming Lee
High School
• 9:00 PM to 10:(X) PM - Relay 
For Life Kickoff Party at Kirkhof 
RM 250
• 9:15 PM — Talent Show at 
Kirkhof Lounge
•9:15 PM to 10:30 PM - Alpha 
Sigma Alpha Recruitment Info 
Night at Grand Valley Apartments 
- Benzie Building
• 10:00 PM - FREE CINEMA. 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
Wednesday. January 26
• 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM - On 
Campus Recruiting: Allendale 
Campus Norseman Games at 206 
Student Services
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
• 6:(X) PM to 7:00 PM - Guest 
Artist Series. Grausam/Frigo Duo 
at Sherman Van Solkema Recital 
Hall, PAC
•9:15 PM — Lecture: The Art of 
Kissing at RM 250 Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Shark Tale at Kirkhof
The History Channel
• On Feb. 6, 1820, the first 
organized immigration of freed 
slaves to Africa from the United 
States departs New York harbor 
on a journey to Freetown, Sierra 
Leone, in West Africa. The 
immigration was largely the 
work of the American 
Colonization Society, which 
later founded the colony of 
Liberia south of Sierra Leone.
• On Feb. 1, 1898, the
Travelers Insurance Company of 
Hartford, Conn., becomes the 
first company to issue an 
automobile insurance policy to 
an individual. Dr. Truman J. 
Martin of Buffalo, N.Y., paid a 
premium of $11.25 for the 
policy that covered $5,(XX) to 
$10,000 of liability.
• On Feb. 5, 1937, President 
Franklin Roosevelt announces a 
controversial plan to expand the 
Supreme Court to as many as 15 
judges, allegedly to make it 
more efficient. Critics charged 
that Roosevelt was trying to 
"pack" the court and thus 
neutralize justices hostile to his 
New Deal.
• On Feb. 4. 1941, the United 
Service Organization, a civilian 
agency, is founded to offer 
support for U.S. service
members and their families. The 
USO is best known for sending 
actors, musicians and other 
performers to entertain U.S. 
troops.
• On Feb. 3, 1959, rock stars 
Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and 
J.P. "The Big Bopper" 
Richardson are killed when their 
chartered airplane crashes in 
Iowa minutes after takeoff. 
Holly, 22, had just scored a No. 
1 hit, "That'll Be the Day," while 
Valens, 17, also had hits with 
"Donna" and "La Bamba."
• On Feb. 2, 1982, David 
Letterman's offbeat late-night 
talk show debuts. A favorite of 
college students, the show aired 
after Johnny Carson's "The 
Tonight Show."
• On Jan. 31, 1990. the Soviet 
Union’s first McDonald's fast- 
food restaurant opens in 
Moscow, and throngs of people 
line up to pay the equivalent of 
several days' wages for Big 
Macs, shakes and french fries. 
An American journalist reported 
the customers seemed most 
amazed at the "simple sight of 
polite shop workers."
(c) 2(X)5 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
On Top: Pop, country and album
TOPWIllKOiAKIS
Top 10 Pop Singles
1. Mario No. 1 "Let Me Love 
You" (3rd Street/J)
2. Ciara feat. Missy Elliott No. 2 
"1,2 Step" (Sho'nuff/LaFace)
3. Snoop Dogg feat. Pharrell No. 
3 "Drop It Like It's Hot" 
(Doggystyle)
4. Lil John & The East Side 
Boyz No. 4 "Lovers and 
Friends"! BME)
5. Destiny's Child feat. T.I. & Lil 
Wayne No. 5 "Soldier" 
(Columbia)
6. Usher & Alicia Keys No. 6 
"My Boo" (LaFace)
7. Nelly feat. Tim McGraw No. 
7 "Over and Over"
THE LOFTS at HERITAGE TOWNE SQUARE
HERITAGE
TOWNE SQUARE
6101 Lake Michigan Drive • Allendale, MI 49401
866.536.9447 
fax 616.895.2600
SIMPLE CONVENIENCES RKiHT AT YOUR DOOR
Discover a UNIQUE retail and residential development located in the central buisness district of Allendale. This 
one-of-a-kind development offers one and two bedroom spacious loft apartment homes and has the added benefit 
of shopping right at your door. Our unique floor plans offer elegance for those who insist on stylish living at its 
best. Conveniently located on M-45 in downtown Allendale and minutes from Grand Valley State University.
^m
*****
QjA
r*
Upscale Retail and Office Sf>ace also available for lease!
C2004 The Gillespie Group. Inc. Att rights reserved 866 536.9447 www.heritagetownesquare.com
Interior Features
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Loft Apartment Homes
• Washer/I>ryer Included • Balconies
• Mapk; C abinetry • Deluxe Master Suites
• Private Entries • Walk-In Closets
Cotfonw0o</
Forest
Apartments
In lenison (Near Meijer)
Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1-5:30 PM
Or call 457-3714
www.cottonwoodforestapts.com
Now taking reservations for leases
Waiting list available for later move-in dates.
One Year Leases 
Starting at $540.00/month
2 Bedroom / 1 Bath 
Quiet, Comfortable & Affordable 
15 Minutes from both campuses 
Includes all utilities, except electric 
Cable Internet available 
Carport included
Mention this ad and we will waive the $25.00 application fee
378 Baldwin Ave., Jenison, Ml 
Rx#: (616)667-8695 
Open Mon-Fri 8am-10pm 
Sat: 9am-6pm, Sun: I0am-6pm
4400 Lake Michigan Drive 
at Wilson Ave., Standale, Ml 
Rx#: (616)791-1655 
Store & Pharmacy open 24 hrs.TVa&jxeeetA.
Attention Students!
Walgreens can fill your prescript ions uhilc you arc at school
UDez£gxe44t±.
Pepsi
2 Liter
2 for $1.00
limit two expires 1/30/05
‘WuCgxeseia.
Pizza
$1.99
limit two expires 1/30/05
(Curb/Derrty)
8. 50 Cent No. 9 "Disco Inferno" 
(Shady/Aftermath)
9. Ja Rule feat R. Kelly & 
Ashanti No. 8 "Wonderful" (The 
Inc./Def Jam)
10. Kelly Clarkson No. 11 
"Breakaway" (Walt Disney)
Top 10 Albums
1. Eminem No. 1 "Encore" 
(Shady/Aftermath)
2. Green Day No. 9 "American 
Idiot" (Reprise)
3. Lil Jon & The East Side Boyz 
No. 15 "Crunk Juice" (BME)
4. Jay-Z/Linkin Park No. 8
"MTV Ultimate Mash-Ups 
Presents: Collision Course
(Machine Shop/Roc-A-
Fella/Def Jam)
5. Ludacris No. 10 "The Red 
Light District" (Disturbing The 
Peace/Def Jam South)
6. Usher No. 6 "Confessions" 
(LaFace)
7. John Legend new entry "Get 
Lifted" (Good Music/Columbia)
8. 2Pac No. 13 "Loyal to the 
Game" (Amaru)
9. Various Artists No. 2 "Now 
17" (EMI/Universal/Sony 
BMG/Zomba)
10. Destiny's Child No. 4 
"Destiny Fulfilled" (Columbia)
Top 10 Hot Country Singles
1. Blake Shelton No. 1 "Some 
Beach" (Warner Bros.)
2. Tim McGraw No. 2 "Back 
When" (Curb)
3. Darryl Worley No. 3 "Awful, 
Beautiful Life" (DreamWorks)
4. Gretchen Wilson No. 7 
"When I Think About Cheatin'" 
(Epic)
5. Rascal Flatts No. 10 "Bless 
the Broken Road" (Lyric Street)
6. Brad Paisley No. 5 "Mud on 
the Tires" (Arista Nashville)
7. Keith Urban No. 8 "You’re 
My Better Half" (Capitol)
8. Dierks Bentley No. 4 "How 
Am I Doin'" (Capitol)
9. LeAnn Rimes No. 12 
"Nothin 'Bout Love Makes 
Sense" (Asylum-Curb)
10. Alan Jackson No. 11 
"Monday Morning Church" 
(Arista Nashville)
(c) 2(X)5 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
Top of the week: 
Top 10 movies
TOP TEN MOVIES
1. Meet the Fockers (PG-13) 
Ben Stiller. Robert DeNiro
2. White Noise (PG-13) Michael 
Keaton, Deborah Kara Unger
3. The Aviator (PG -13) 
Leonardo DiCaprio. Alan Alda
4. Lemony Snicket's A Series of 
Unfortunate Events (PG) Jim 
Carrey, Meryl Streep
5. Fat Albert (PG) Kenan 
Thompson. Dania Ramirez
6. Ocean's Twelve (PG-13) 
George Clooney. Julia Roberts
7. National Treasure (PG) 
Nicholas Cage, Diane Kruger
8. Spanglish (PG-13) Adam 
Sandler, Tea Leoni
9. Andrew Lloyd Webber's The 
Phantom of the Opera (PG-13) 
Gerard Butler. Emmy Rossum
10. The Life Aquatic with Steve 
Zissou (R) Bill Murray. Owen 
Wilson
TOP TEN VIDEO 
RENTALS
1. I, Robot (PG-13) Will Smith 
(20th Century Fox)
2. The Manchurian Candidate -- 
Pan & Scan (R) Liev Schreiber 
(Paramount)
3. Collateral (R) Tom Cruise 
(DreamWorks)
4. Dodgeball: A True Underdog 
Story -- Pan & Scan (PG-13) 
Ben Stiller (FoxVideo)
5. The Bourne Supremacy (PG- 
13) Matt Damon (Universal 
Studios)
6. King Arthur (NR) Clive
Owen (Touchstone)
7. Napoleon Dynamite (PG) Jon 
Heder (FoxVideo)
8. Anacondas: The Hunt for the 
Blood Orchid (PG-13) Johnny 
Messner (Columbia TriStar)
9. Elf (PG) Will Ferrell (New 
Line)
10. The Princess Diaries 2: 
Royal Engagement (G) Anne 
Hathaway (Buena Vista)
TOP TEN DVD SALES
1. Napoleon Dynamite (PG) 
(FoxVideo) •
2. King Arthur — Widescreen 
Director's Cut (NR) 
(Touchstone)
3. The Lord of the Rings:
Return of the King -- Special 
Extended Edition (NR) (New 
Line)
4. Collateral (R) (DreamWorks) 
5.1, Robot — Widescreen (PG- 
13) (20th Century Fox)
6. Elf (PG) (New Line)
7. The Princess Diaries 2:
Royal Engagement -- Pan & 
Scan (G) (Buena Vista)
8. Spider-Man 2 — Widescreen 
Special Edition (PG-13) 
(Columbia TriStar)
9. Shrek 2 -- Widescreen (PG) 
(DreamWorks)
10. I, Robot — Pan & Scan 
(F*G-13) (20th Century Fox)
(c) 2005 King Features 
Sxnd., Inc.
— King Crossword
Answers
See word 
games, B7
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Ad Rates for Students, 
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students, 
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $4 
minimum charge, then 15 cents per 
additional word, payable in 
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize 
or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Deadline is 10 a.m. Monday for that 
week's issue
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or 
leave a message on our after- 
hours answering machine. Fax 
number is 616-331-2465. Office 
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom 
reserves the right to edit or reject 
any advertisement at any time and 
to place all advertisements under 
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications
Automotive 
Birthdays 
Employment 
For Sale 
Housing 
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Notices 
Personals 
Roommates 
Services
Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20 
words, $6 minimum charge, then 
20 cents per additional word, 
payable in advance. To boldface, 
italicize or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word. 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Classified display rate is $8.75 per 
column inch.
Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified 
advertising is at noon on Monday; 
classified display advertising 
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring 
or send your copy to the Grand 
Valley Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in 
advance, thank you, until credit is 
established.
BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell 
the world for just $3.00 (student 
pricing). Stop by the Lanthom 
office, 100 Commons, for more 
details, (tf)
EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break 2005 w/STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour 
Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call 
for group discounts. 
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com (2/17)
Part time car wash attendant. 
Cascade and Jenison Car Washes. 
1st shift and 2nd shift. Starting at 
$8.00 per hour. Contact Greg @ 
Cascade 942-5361. Contact John 
@ Jenison 4574540. (tf)
BARTENDERS WANTED
$250/day potential. No experience 
necessary. Training provided. Age 
18+ okay. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 
226 (4/28)
Help Wanted. Girls needed to work 
Griffins/Rampage Games at Van 
Andel. Earn up to $10/hr call Tim 
677-3750. (1/27)
JOB OPENING: Prospect and 
develop accounts, generate sales 
quotes and handle customer 
inquiries. Make cold and warm 
calls. $8/hr plus commissions. Call 
940-0020. (1/20)
Attention Investors!! 2 Homes 
for Sale- 1 home near GVSU 
downtown campus and 1 home 
near Calvin College. Both are 
great as first time homes or 
rentals. Spacious and prices to 
sell! SELLERS WANT 
OFFERS!! Call Tracey, for info 
616-378-0342 (2/10)
The Lanthorn is currently 
looking for cartoonists, writers 
and distribution staff for the 
upcoming school year. For more 
information and an application, 
stop by the Lanthorn at 100 
Commons or e-mail 
business@lanthorn.com.(tf)
Math tutor needed. Allendale 
campus 2-3 hours per week 2nd 
Semester. Will pay, email Summer 
spratt@oaisd.org (1/27)
HOUSING
Bedrooms for rent $300, $260 each 
includes utilities, cable, & laundry. 
Call Jaime (616) 745-3908 (1/27)
Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled 
throughout GR. $800- 
$1200/month. 913-9004 or
www.american-realty.net
(4/21)
Allendale Duplex 2 bedroom, 
garage, and basement. 
$650/month. 895-6528 (1/27)
Two Female Roommates to share 
house in Coopersville. Rent is 
$400 including utilities. Call Jaclyn 
for more information at (616) 901- 
8900. (2/10)
Studio Apartment. 2 minute walk to 
downtown Pew Campus. Totally 
remodeled $325 + utilities. Call 
791-9508 (1/27)
North west - 18 National Ave. 2 
bedroom, new inside, extremely 
clean, off-street parking - close to 
campus. Laundry hook up 
available, $525 + gas + electric. 
450-0087 (1/27)
Looking for subleasers male or 
female at Country Place/Hillcrest 
townhouses for this winter 
semester. Please call 895-6006 for 
more info, (tf)
3 bedroom, 1 bath, 1 block from 
Grand Valley downtown. Great 
condition, $750/month. Call Kyle 
Zimpleman at 318-4728 (1/20)
5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, laundry, 2+ 
car garage, 2 kitchens, and 
minutes from Allendale campus, 
248-895-0307. (2/10)
3 bedroom house for rent 2 mi from 
Allendale campus. All appliances 
including dishwasher, microwave, 
washer/dryer. No smoking, 
Available in May. 681-9902 (2/3)
2 bedroom apartment in Ottawa 
Creek, Looking for 2 people to 
sublease the apartment $800 per 
month. Lease ends in May. 616- 
361-0020 Call and get a break on 
the lease. (1/20)
Apartment for Rent: Located 1/2 
mile from downtown - Northwest. 
Newly remodeled 5 rooms- quiet 
neighborhood, 2 Bdrms - Living 
Rm - Dining Rm - Kitchen - Bath - 
Pantry. $550.00/month plus gas 
and electric. That’s $275.00 ea. for
2 students. 558 Freemont Ave. NW 
-off 196 FWY- Lane St. 616458- 
1779 (tf)
Fully furnished 1 bedroom 
apartments includes all utilities, 
free high speed internet, 24 hour 
fitness center, laundry facilities, 
complimentary hot breakfast daily, 
and dinner (Monday through 
Thursday). Call 616-538-1100 
x3003 or email
krista.vantol@marriot.com for more 
details. (1/20)
Take a tour of our website and find 
your new college home. 
www.american-realty.net 913- 
9004. (4/21)
WYOMING: Upstairs 1 bedroom 
apartment. Lots of storage
including a 1 stall garage. 2362 
Greenfield (corner of Porter and 
Greenfield) All utilities included. 
Pets OK. $525 per month. $500 
Security Deposit. Call 895-7982 or 
915-1115. (1/20)
Female roommate needed to share
3 BR house. 3 miles east of 
Allendale campus on Lake 
Michigan Dr. $250/mo plus utilities. 
Available now. Call 677-2535.
Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member^
=GR's Largest Selection of Quality Body Jewelry=
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing3 
=Award Winning Artists=
Maonnm Tattooing Inc_________ Magnum Tattooing II
Division ^-nO l mon Ave
Grand Rapids
616-245-1880 616-451-7548
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM
YOUR VEHICLE 
YOUR OPTIONS 
YOUR PRICE
at or below wholesale
* inquire about our 
detailing serv ices
866.87H.q8lO
www.m4motors.com
Grand Volloy Stato Unlvorslty
Meetings
Thursdays
@9:00 LSH room 134
JENISON TOWNHOUSE, 2
Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths,
Washer/Dryer, central air, 
dishwasher, quiet, 667-1210, 454- 
0754,457-3158 (1/27)
LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for 
the first insertion!! 25 words 
maximum. Email
lanthorn@gvsu.edu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAN’T SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS 
BACK? I will pay cash for your 
textbooks! Call Chad at 554 4 782. 
(1/20)
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5 
Days $299! Includes Meals, MTVu 
Celebrity Parties! Panama City, 
Daytona $159! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Acapulco $499! Award Winning 
Company! SprmgBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 (2/24)
“Zero” to “Babe”...In Just 30 
Days! New system gets rid of body 
fat and trims your body! Call now 
and listen. Free Information! 1-888- 
293-9337 For info call 735-9441 
(1/20)
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, & Florida. Best Parties, 
Best Hotels, Best Prices! Group 
Discounts, Organizers Travel Free! 
Space is limited! Book Now & 
Save!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com.
(2/24)
Studying for your Master's and 
working, and just plain don’t have 
the time to get those papers typed? 
Let the pros at Terrific 
Transcription & Typing lighten the 
load. We have five years 
transcription experience and 13 
years experience in the clerical 
field as a whole. Let a local 
business do the job for you. 
Contact Terrific Transcription & 
Typing today @
terrifictranscription@comcast.net 
or 616-862-8409. You’ll be glad you 
did! (2/10)
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National 
Leadership and Honors 
Organization with over 45 chapters 
across the country, is seeking 
motivated students to assist in 
starting a local chapter (3.0 GPA 
Required). Contact Rob Miner, 
Director of Chapter Development at 
rminer@salhonors.org. (2/17)
NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may 
involve a charge for phone calls, 
booklets, information, CODs, etc. 
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers 
student organizations to promote 
themselves through free 
announcements published as Club 
Notes in the Laker Life section. E- 
mail your information, 150 word 
limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a
d gc
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it 
public. Lanthorn Personals are a 
great way to let someone know you 
care. Call 616-331-2460 for more 
information.(tf)
Pregnant? Worried?
Awesome Options offers 
confidential free pregnancy 
testing/options advising. In 
Jenison, across from Meijer and 
Fazoli's. M&T 2-5 PM, 
Wednesday 10-1 PM, and 
Thursday 6-9 PM. 667-2200 
www.awesomeoptions.com 
(1/20)
1 ^« t»»
CINEMARK - GRANDV1LLE
RivvIpati C’Dis-nji Va! £!$-5l24D1 K.
Writers
Get published and get paid. The 
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very 
short storied, poetry and opinion 
columns that relate to campus 
issues and themes. Humor pieces 
especially wanted. E-mail the 
editor at editorial@lanthorn.com 
(tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial 
staff appreciates your news tips 
and story ideas. Please help us 
make news available to the public. 
E-mail your tip to 
lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
For tickets and sbowtimes visit
cinemark.com
*«» x fltt Mn*«(«•*»'
Did You Know?
It costs $ 1.05 to drive around a 
parking lot for twenty minutes 
looking for a space?
GVSU Electric Facts
T R 0 P I f T A N
TANNING * SALONS
Get Your Tan On!!!
30 Day Unlimited
$24
• 1 Month, No ro-p*v
No Chary* For Stand Op Ha*
Itfnsot JM» Mud gram.
8407 Cottonwood, Jenison • 616.457.0178
Listen For Our Ads On 104.5 WSNX
Tan For
$1
Wtth Membership To V.I.fc
Expvts 01/27/05 Must present coupon
WWW.TROPITAN.BIZ
^ Date: 
Time: 
Place:
„ Sports rr 
'‘'Fitness x
Wellness
Sponsored by Wellness & Recreation Service 
www.gvsu.edu/wellness Tel# (616) 331 26
Tuesday, January 25th
11:00a.m - 2:00p.m
Grand River Room,
Kirkhof Center
Bring your resume FREE food! w 
and intern for the FREE massages! Rg 
Grand Rapids FREE T-shirt!
Rampage or Griffins (while supplies last) ^
Learn Tae Kwon Do, win
Hip Hop Kick Boxing .p . , ffl
and Salsa into the night! SnUTTie
WIN your owr 
Dance Dane 
Revolution Pa
Come learn more about our
Outdoor Adventure Center
and find out how you can ROCK CLIMB for only $2
iPod shuffle 
& other great 
;$2 prizes! M
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to campus,
Spacious Floor Plan
lit’ *ir7-
1T0-!
V
a" c=r>
WfmUrZ-L
One Bedroom- 686 sq. feet 
Starting at $525.00
CD
LmagRoon
170-mUT*
vJ
wa(TJ1 IW
Two Bedroom- 784 sq. feet 
Starting at $675.00
Efficiency- 429 sq. feet 
Stxtmg at $475 00
Included
gas, water, sewer, trash, 
high speed internet, 
and cable channels 2-72
Walking distance 
to downtown campus 
and Health Science Building.
24 Hour Fitness Room.
College Hill
Downtown Residences
510 College Avenue NE 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
616.458.6774
www.CollegeHillApt.com
Laundry rooms on every floor.
Bring in this ad for a $50 laundry card.
Newly Renovated
New Kitchen Cupboards, 
Appliances and dishwashers,
A/C, Vinal, Carpet,
Windows, Blinds, and Doors
CWoy St
Located on the corner of 48th Ave. and Lake Michigan Dr. 
in front of the Sleep Inn • 616.895.1234
Late Night Drink Specials 
$2.99 Munchie Specials
9-12 am
8-12 am
Everynight 7-12 am 
$3.99 Pitchers 
Coors Light
Tuesday Night Karaoke
9 pm to 1 am $1.25 Marteens longnecks $2.25 20 oz. Domestic Drafts
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY
Come watch the game on the
BIGSCREEN 
$4.99 Food Buffet 6:00 pm 
$2.00 Wei 1 Drinks 
Chef Special each quarter
Half-time contest FREE PRIZE GIVEAWAY
| Don’t Forget Valentine’s Day
Looking to get off-campus... 
or just a fun and quality place to live?
Now Leasing for Next School Year!
Spacious Four Bedroom Living
ace Apart
OPENINGS AVAILABLE 
CALL TO INQUIRE
Ship hj our office- at 10435" 43th Avenue, Suite A
or call vi for more infomrtion.
A6-t95^6060 ‘
Country Place Apartments
